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WRIT IN BLOOD

1 FADE INT UNNAMED FOREST, RITUAL SITE - NIGHT 1

AEDAN B1 performing a ritual tattoo on a catatonic host

body, chanting, clearly wounded and in pain. Finishes

ritual.

AEDAN B2 (HOST) eyes glow solid white.

TATTOO glows.

AEDAN B1 carve same symbol into his own flesh, chanting.

(Background noise...swelling crescendo, wind, supernatural).

AEDAN B1 eyes flash white.

AEDAN B1 drop knife.

AEDAN B1 slump to ground.

AEDAN B2 heave with tension and relaxes.

AEDAN B2 open eyes, long inhale

AEDAN B2

It worked.

AEDAN B2 slowly rise, unsteady and lethargic for a few

moments.

AEDAN B2 look at old body now lifeless on ground.

AEDAN B2 (CONT’D)

Immortality. This is the power of

gods. I can fight again. I can

protect them. I can...(beat)...live

forever. (beat) Allenore. I must

share this with Allenore.

AEDAN B2 gather dagger and ritual elements.

EXT INTO FOREST (TOWARD VILLAGE)

AEDAN B1 eyes flash open, demonic. Tattoo marks across skin

glow red. Mouth opens, inhuman, guttural roar. Talons sprout

from fingers. Fangs.

EXT INTO WOODS (TOWARD VILLAGE) RUNNING AT FULL SPEED,

(DEMON POV AS IT LAUNCHES INTO WOODS AFTER AEDAN B2)

CUT TO



2.

2 UNNAMED FOREST - NIGHT - AEDAN B2 WALKING (UNSTEADY AND

STILL RECOVERING FROM THE TRANSFERENCE) ALONG FOREST PATH

TOWARD VILLAGE. 2

AEDAN B2 turn toward the roar.

WIND gush spew past, knock AEDAN B2 over.

SHADOWY CREATURE (AEDAN B1 demon) blur past.

AEDAN B2

My god, what have I done?

AEDAN B2 scramble to feet, rush toward village.

AEDAN B2 (CONT’D)

Allenore! Allenore!

DISTANT SCREAMS(men and women) rise from village.

EXT INTO WOODS (TOWARD VILLAGE)

CUT TO

3 VILLAGE - NIGHT - BLOODIED BODIES AND SEVERED LIMBS

SCATTERED EVERYWHERE. SOUNDS OF SCREAMS, CRYING, FIRE. 3

AEDAN B2

Allenore!

AEDAN B2 rush toward his cottage.

AEDAN B2 (CONT’D)

Allenore! Allenore!

4 CUT TO AEDAN’S COTTAGE - NIGHT - BODIES OF AEDAN’S WIFE AND

DAUGHTER TORN APART, LYING ON FLOOR IN PILE OF BLOOD. 4

AEDAN B1 rise from "feeding", blood covering hands and face.

ENT 2 VILLAGE WARRIORS arrive at door behind AEDAN B2.

WARRIOR 1

AEDAN! What have you done?

WARRIOR 2

Sorcerer! You’ve brought hell down

upon us. You’ve damned us all.

AEDAN B2 drop bundle of sacrificial items, left holding the

dagger.

(CONTINUED)
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AEDAN B2

I’m sending you back.

AEDAN B2 lead charge into cottage.

AEDAN B1 (demon) roar.

AEDAN B2 & 2 VILLAGE WARRIORS shout battle yells.

FADE OUT...

CUT TO TITLE & OPENING CREDITS (OVER IMAGES OF THE TATTOO,

AEDAN THROUGH THE AGES, CLOSE UPS OF TATTOO WORK, ETC.)...

5 FADE TO...AMBER LEAVING WORK AND GOING HOME (PASSING BUS

STOPS, NEWSPAPERS WITH MURDER HEADLINES, MANDATORY CURFEW

NOTICES ON POLES, ETC.) 5

6 INT AMBER ARIVES AT AMBER’S HOUSE - AFTERNOON - AMBER’S MOM

(NURSE), GATHERING PURSE, PULLING ON JACKET, GRABBING KEYS.6

AMBER ENT house, backpack on shoulder, headphones in, moving

cautiously.

AMBER

(jerking out headphones)

Where are you going?

AMBER’S MOM

I’m sorry, baby. Francine came down

with the flu and they’re already

short-staffed at the ER. (beat) We

need the money. How was work?

AMBER block the doorway.

AMBER

When is David coming home?

AMBER’S MOM push her way to door and open it.

AMBER’S MOM

He’ll be here soon. He ran down to

Andy’s to get beer. I just texted

him and told him I had to cover

tonight. Are you okay?

AMBER

(beat) Fine. I told Emily I’d stop

by after work, anyway. See you

later.

AMBER’S MOM pause, smile thin.

(CONTINUED)
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AMBER

I’m fine. I’ll see you later. Go!

You’ll be late.

AMBER’S MOM

Baby...

(embraces her)

I know how hard things have been

since your father died. I know I

haven’t...you don’t have to worry

about me anymore. You don’t have to

take care of me. Shit!

(wiping away tears)

I’m supposed to be the one taking

care of you.

AMBER’S MOM kiss AMBER’S forehead.

AMBER

We take care of each other, mom.

Now go so you aren’t late.

AMBER’S MOM

Okay. I love you, sweetheart. Have

fun tonight. (beat) You sure

everything is okay?

AMBER nod.

AMBER’S MOM leave.

AMBER

Fuck. (beat) Fuck, fuck, fuck,

fuck!

EXT AMBER RUNS INTO HALLWAY

7 INT AMBER’S BEDROOM - BEDROOM MINIMALISTIC AND WELL KEPT,

DARK, ALMOST GOTHIC, MANY SKETCHES HUNG ON WALLS. 7

AMBER frantically search for notebook (not on desk where it

should be) and toss clothes into backpack.

AMBER retrieve a stash of money from underneath a desk

drawer (in a small envelope titled "vanish")

AMBER

Where the fuck is it?

AMBER turn and freeze, frightened.

DAVID is standing outside her doorway holding her notebook.

(CONTINUED)
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AMBER

No. Please.

(tearing up)

No.

DAVID close door as he steps into room.

PAN OUT AWAY FROM BEDROOM DOWN HALLWAY.

Sound of AMBER inside weeping, scream.

FADE OUT

8 INT. OUTSIDE AMBER’S HOUSE - AFTERNOON 8

AMBER emerge from house disheveled and weeping, wiping

mascara as she staggers away from house. (Blood on

arm...vague enough we don’t know it’s hers or David’s, but

significant.) Short distance from house...

AMBER drop to knees in grass and vomit, weeping.

(PAN BACK TO HOUSE, DOOR AJAR, NO SIGN OF DAVID...)

FADE OUT

9 DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE’S OFFICE - MAP AND INVESTIGATION BOARD

ON WALL, NEWSPAPER CLIPPING TITLED "ABUSE OF AUTHORITY:

LOCAL POLICEMAN ACCUSED OF SOLICITING SEXUAL FAVORS FROM

COLLEGE STUDENTS" SHOWING DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE’S PICTURE

PINNED OVER "PRIME SUSPECT" POSITION. 9

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE enter office, set coffee on desk, see

clipping and tear off board, revealing Darren McGowan’s

photograph.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE study board, eventually focus on

Darren’s photograph.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

(Talking to himself)

Four murders and you’re the only

thing here that doesn’t add up,

McGowan. Who are you?

In background PHONES start ringing. Sound of commotion.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE get up to investigate.
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10 CUT TO GENERAL POLICE STATION FLOOR OUTSIDE DETECTIVE

LOADELMIRE’S OFFICE 10

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

What’s going on?

EVERYONE ignore DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE hurry to BRENDA JOHNSTON’s desk.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

(grabbing BRENDA JOHNSTON’s

arm)

Brenda, what’s going on? What

happened?

BRENDA retract and reach for her sidearm.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE raise hands defensively

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

I’m sorry. I shouldn’t have grabbed

you. Please. Did it happen again?

BRENDA

Another body. Alley off 4th. (beat)

Detective...don’t ever touch me

again.

PAN AWAY

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE nod and back away toward the real

investigation board. Prime suspect is a giant question mark

and Darren McGowan has been X’d out on side of board.

BRENDA turn and hurry out of office.

FADE OUT

11 INT MOJO’S RAY’S ROOM - AFTERNOON. RAY TATTOOING CUSTOMER 1

IN FRONT ROOM NEAR BASEMENT DOOR MARKED PRIVATE. 11

CUSTOMER 1

...but I wasn’t sure if she’d do it

or not, so I went for it. Dude, she

buckled like something out of a

western. Never saw her move that

fast in her life.

(laughter)

RAY

(chuckles)

I bet.

(CONTINUED)
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CUSTOMER 1 glance around room as Ray works. CUSTOMER 1 gaze

settle on a security camera in corner, then on Scid’s

basement entrance.

CUSTOMER 1

Hey Ray, what’s the deal with this

Scid dude, anyway? He’s supposed to

be the best artist around, but no

one ever sees him. Is he down there

watching us right now?

RAY

Yep. That, porn, or some new video

game.

CUSTOMER 1

Seriously? I’ve been here a half

dozen times in the last few years

and I’ve never met him.

RAY

Perks of being the boss.

CUSTOMER 1

What would it take-

RAY

He keeps to himself and doesn’t

like to be bothered. I’ve been

working here a few months now and

I’ve only talked to him once. He

talks to Toby. (beat) If he wants

to meet you, you’ll meet him.

12 CUT TO MOJO’S FRONT LOBBY - LATE AFTERNOON 12

FRONT DOOR open.

AMBER walk in, her face a mess of mascara and anger. AMBER

wait at front counter.

13 CUT TO MOJO’S RAY’S ROOM (RAY WATCHING MONITOR) 13

RAY

Not this chick again. She is such a

pain in my ass.

RAY stop working and stand.

RAY (CONT’D)

I’ll be right back. Sit tight, bud.
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14 CUT TO MOJO’S FRONT LOBBY - LATE AFTERNOON 14

RAY emerge from back room and approach counter.

AMBER

I need to see Toby, please.

RAY

(glances toward the back)

He’s with someone.

AMBER

Please, I need to see him. It’s

important.

RAY

(irritated)

Like I said, he’s with someone.

He’s booked solid today, princess.

AMBER look distraught, uncertain. AMBER start to leave, but

stop and stalk to spot in corner.

RAY

What are you doing?

AMBER

I need to see Toby. I’ll wait.

AMBER slump onto chair and pull sketchbook from backpack.

RAY

(Shaking his head)

Suit yourself. But the cameras are

on and the big guy doesn’t miss a

thing around here. Trust me.

AMBER glare.

RAY exit.

AMBER start to sketch, but glance up at camera and then the

"Private" door to Scid’s basement before resuming sketching.

15 CUT TO MOJO’S RAY’S ROOM - LATE AFTERNOON- CUSTOMER 1

WAITING IN TATTOO CHAIR. 15

ENT RAY...stand by monitor to watch camera feed.

RAY

That chick is a thousand shades of

fucked up.

RAY walk toward TOBY’S ROOM and open door.
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16 CUT TO MOJO’S TOBY’S ROOM - LATE AFTERNOON - TOBY TATTOOING

A YOUNG MAN (CUSTOMER 2) WHILE HIS GIRLFRIEND WATCHES, ROCK

MUSIC BLARING. 16

ENT RAY.

TOBY look up.

TOBY

What’s up, Ray?

RAY

The crazy chick is back. I told her

you were booked solid, but she

wouldn’t leave. She’s just sitting

out there waiting for you.

TOBY

(glances at monitor)

She isn’t crazy, Ray. (beat) She’s

got problems. We’re almost finished

here. I’ll take care of her when

I’m done.

RAY nod and close door.

17 CUT TO MOJO’S RAY’S ROOM 17

RAY returns to his seat.

RAY don new gloves and resume work.

18 CUT TO MOJO’S FRONT LOBBY - AMBER SKETCHING, KEEPS GLANCING

BACK AND FORTH BETWEEN CAMERA AND SCID’S DOOR. 18

19 CUT TO MOJO’S BASEMENT. 19

SCID watch Amber on the monitor.

SACRIFICIAL DAGGER IN OPEN CASE NEAR SCREEN.

SCID place dagger in case (never show anything but his

hand.)

20 CUT TO CRIME SCENE - LATE AFTERNOON - DEAD MALE BODY IN A

DUMPSTER IN AN ALLEYWAY. CSI TAKING PICTURES. DETECTIVE

KAUFFMAN AND OFFICER WILLIAMS TALKING NEARBY. 20

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE approach crime scene.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

What’s the story, Kauffman? Same as

the others?

(CONTINUED)
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DETECTIVE KAUFFMAN

Look who rolled out of bed to grace

us with his presence today, Phil.

OFFICER WILLIAMS

What are you doing here, Gary? No

one called you. Not that you would

have answered if they did.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

Fuck you, Phil.

OFFICER WILLIAMS

No, fuck you, Gary. You’ve

embarrassed this department enough

already. You’re a liability and

nobody wants you around. Go back to

assaulting little college girls.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE lunge to punch OFFICER WILLIAMS, but

DETECTIVE KAUFFMAN intervene.

DETECTIVE KAUFFMAN

Cool it, Gary. Any more bullshit

and you’re done. You’re lucky you

aren’t suspended right now. Don’t

think that can’t change.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE backs off and straightens his uniform,

never taking eyes off OFFICER WILLIAMS.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

Is it the same M.O.? Is this our

guy again?

DETECTIVE KAUFFMAN

(sighs)

Gary, go back to the office. Go

home. I don’t care what you do, but

this isn’t your case anymore.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

If this is the same guy, it makes 5

bodies in three months, Frank. You

guys aren’t any closer to solving

this than you were three months

ago. I’m telling you its McGowan.

Let me help you catch this bastard.

DETECTIVE KAUFFMAN

Gary, he’s not a suspect! You’re

obsessed with this guy. I don’t

know what it is with you, but if

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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DETECTIVE KAUFFMAN (cont’d)
you don’t get out of here, I’ll

have you removed.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

(spits on KAUFFMAN’s shoe)

Fine. I’ll nail this guy one way or

another, Frank. While you guys are

sitting around with your pricks in

your hands, I’ll go do some actual

detective work.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE flips middle finger as he walks away.

OFFICER WILLIAMS

Asshole.

DETECTIVE KAUFFMAN

What if he’s right?

OFFICER WILLIAMS

I’ve never seen anything like it,

Detective. I know McGowan is a

Ranger and a badass, but it

would take someone seriously fucked

up in the head to do this shit. Who

mutilates a body like that?

PAN TO DUMPSTER AS CSI TAKING PHOTOS. OPEN DUMPSTER LID TO

REVEAL TORSO AND SHOW HUGE BLOOD STAINS AROUND GROIN, PANTS

UNDONE, AND BLOOD EVERYWHERE. ZOOM IN ON CORPSE’S TERRIFIED

FACE...PANNING PAST CARVINGS IN FLESH UNDER SLEEVE THAT

COULD BE LIKE AEDAN’S BUT NOT ENOUGH VISIBLE TO KNOW.

21 CUT TO ANDY’S BAR - EARLY EVENING - DARREN MCGOWEN AT BAR,

CAMO BACKPACK ON STOOL BESIDE HIM. 21

DARREN finish a drink. Signal for another.

BARTENDER present DARREN with a drink.

BARTENDER

Double. Jameson on the rocks.

DARREN

Thanks. (takes and drinks)

BARTENDER

Where’d you serve?

DARREN

(glances at backpack.)

Afghanistan.

(CONTINUED)
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BARTENDER

There long?

DARREN

(Finishes drink)

Three years.

BARTENDER

(deep exhale)

That’s a long time in that shit,

brother. I can only imagine what

you saw over there. Glad you made

it home.

DARREN

(Staring into glass)

A lot of good men didn’t.

BARTENDER

(Pours another).

On the house.

DARREN nod, drink.

BARTENDER move away, busy himself washing glasses at other

end of bar.

DARREN focus on TV - news reporter discussing the campus

murders.

COMMOTION away from bar near booths.

22 CUT TO BOOTH IN ANDY’S BAR - DISHEVELED, HOMELY LOOKING

COUPLE HAVING LUNCH, MAN REACHING UNDER TABLE TO GROPE

WOMAN. 22

CLAIRE

Stop, Jerry. I said no.

JERRY

(Backhands CLAIRE across

table, spilling his beer in

process)

Fuck it to hell, Claire.

CLAIRE

(holding cheek, eyes watering)

Please, Jerry. I didn’t mean to.

JERRY grab CLAIRE’S hand and pin it to table. JERRY put out

cigarette in CLAIRE’S palm as he speaks.

(CONTINUED)
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JERRY

Go get me another beer and...

(notices DARREN watching) What the

fuck are you looking at, man?

23 CUT TO ANDY’S BAR - BAR AREA - DARREN AT BAR DRINKING. 23

DARREN look away slowly, clearly tense. DARREN make eye

contact with the BARTENDER.

BARTENDER slowly shake head "no."

DARREN throw back drink and go to men’s room.

24 CUT TO MEN’S ROOM AT ANDY’S BAR - DARREN AT SINK, GRIPPING

SINK, FIGHTING BACK RAGE. 24

DARREN turn on water and splash face.

DARREN

Just stay out of it. It’s not your

fight.

DARREN take deep breaths.

DARREN (CONT’D)

No more fighting.

BATHROOM DOOR open.

ENT JERRY, glaring.

JERRY

You should really mind your own

business, stranger.

DARREN nod and attempt to leave.

JERRY block exit.

JERRY (CONT’D)

If I catch you eyeballin’ my girl

again we’re gonna have a problem.

(Steps into DARREN) Understand?

DARREN MCGOWEN nod and maneuver around JERRY to exit.

JERRY turn as DARREN works around him.
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25 CUT TO HALL OUTSIDE BATHROOMS AT ANDY’S BAR 25

CLAIRE pass DARREN, looking abashed, a handkerchief wrapped

around her burnt palm, mascara trailing down her face.

CLAIRE jump, startled to see DARREN, but then proceed into

MEN’S room.

Before DARREN can leave hallway...

CLAIRE

(from inside bathroom)

Please, Jerry. Don’t make me-

CLAIRE scream in pain

DARREN rushe into bathroom.

26 CUT TO BATHROOM AT ANDY’S BAR - CLAIRE IS ON GROUND, ON

KNEES SLUMPED AGAINST A STALL HOLDING HER FACE AND CRYING.

JERRY IS UNBUCKLING HIS BELT. 26

ENT DARREN.

JERRY

What the F-

DARREN punch JERRY in the throat.

JERRY grab his throat, recoiling.

DARREN kick JERRY in the gut.

JERRY buckle over in pain.

DARREN grab JERRY by the hair and slam him into a stall,

shoving his face in a toilet full of urine and feces.

CLAIRE scream as DARREN holds JERRY’s head in toilet.

Gurgling sounds. JERRY flail to escape, splashing shit and

piss.

DARREN

No one likes to feel powerless, you

piece of shit. You like to abuse

women? You like to bull? (beat) Lay

a hand on her again... I’ll come

back and finish the job.

DARREN release JERRY.

JERRY spew urine water, covered in urine and feces.
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DARREN stalk out of bathroom as CLAIRE crawls over to JERRY,

weeping.

27 CUT TO ANDY’S BAR - MAIN AREA - BARTENDER HAS HAND UNDER

COUNTER AS IF REACHING FOR SHOGUN. 27

DARREN stalk past bar, pausing to drop a $20 on the counter.

BARTENDER

What happened back there?

DARREN MCCGOWEN

Problem with the plumbing.

BARTENDER

Fuck.

BARTENDER rush toward bathroom.

DARREN pull sweatshirt hood forward, grab backpack and EXT.

28 CUT TO MOJO’S FRONT LOBBY - EARLY EVENING - AMBER IN CORNER

SKETCHING, OTHERWISE EMPTY. 28

ENT. WILL, JANICE, and SARA. JANICE and WILL vibrant, mildly

intoxicated. SARA timid and clearly uncomfortable.

SARA

J, This is a bad idea. We should

go. (quietly) We barely know this

guy.

JANICE

My god, Sara, lighten up. I want a

couple of butterflies on my hip.

It’s gonna look sick with that

bikini I got for Cancun.

SARA

You know what your mom will say.

JANICE

Will, please talk some sense into

my conscious over there while I

find something I like.

JANICE peruse display binders.

WILL approach SARA.

SARA retreat.

(CONTINUED)
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WILL

I only bite if you want me to.

(chuckles)

SARA

(cringing)

We shouldn’t be here. Her dad’s a

Deacon at their church. Her mom

would have a heart attack if she

knew we were here.

WILL

(Sarcastically)

So they wouldn’t have cheered you

two on during the wet T-shirt or

chugging contests?

SARA

(Glances at AMBER. Whispers)

We could get arrested for that.

They’d kill her.

WILL

(Incredulous)

That was sarcasm, princess! God,

for someone as smart as you, you’d

think you could take a joke.

(reaches in to pocket, shady smile)

You know, I’ve got something that

will help you unwind.

SARA skirt around WILL and rush to JANICE.

ENT. RAY from back room.

RAY

Welcome to Mojo’s. What are you

guys looking for?

JANICE

Butterflies.

JANICE smile, flirtatious, and hike up shorts past lacey

thong line.

JANICE

Right here.

RAY

We’re full right now, but I should

free up in a bit. When were you

looking to get it done?

(CONTINUED)
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WILL

Definitely tonight. The sooner the

better. We’ve got a party tonight.

RAY glance at WILL, then the others as if weighing something

in his mind before addressing JANICE.

RAY

Just you tonight?

WILL

Nah, man. All three.

SARA

No, not all three. I’m not getting

a tattoo. Are you crazy?

RAY

(smiles at SARA)

It’s really not that bad, but it’s

permanent.

SARA

It’s not that. I’m not afraid of

the pain. My dad will kill me if I

get a tattoo.

WILL

Suit yourself, princess. Just us

then.

RAY

(Gaze linger on SARA).

If you change your mind, I’ll take

good care of you. (to WILL) So,

butterflies for the lady, and what

are you looking for?

WILL

Inner arm script, my man. One word.

Baller.

RAY

(stone faced)

Baller?

WILL

Boom!

RAY

(motions to books)

Pick a font and hang out here while

I finish up with my customer in the

back.

(CONTINUED)
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AMBER look up from sketching, make eye contact with RAY.

AMBER

Can I talk to Toby now?

RAY

He’s almost done. He’ll be out when

he’s good and ready.

RAY motion at the camera above Scid’s door.

AMBER follow RAY’s gaze and glare (camera linger).

29 CUT TO MOJO’S BASEMENT - (PAN BACK FROM CLOSE UP OF AMBER

GLARING AT CAMERA...CAMERA STAY FOCUSED ON MONITOR ON BAR)29

SCID set an axe down on table in front of monitor.

RAY EXT toward back (seen via monitor)

FRONT DOOR open (see via monitor)

30 CUT TO MOJO’S FRONT LOBBY - EARLY EVENING - AMBER SKETCHING,

WILL, JANICE, SARA LOOKING AT TATTOO BOOKS. 30

DARREN ENT, push his hood back and glance around the room.

Zoom in slightly on DARREN’s FACE... then...

RAY pause on way to his room.

RAY

What’s up, man? Welcome to Mojo’s.

What are you looking for?

DARREN

(survey the room)

Is Scid in?

RAY

(Glances at basement door)

Who’s asking?

DARREN

Nobody. He doesn’t know me...I

mean, I don’t know him.

RAY

So what do you want, man? What’s

your business? The boss doesn’t

like to be bothered.

(Uncomfortable tension in

room.)

ALL OTHER CUSTOMERS quiet, watching the exchange.

(CONTINUED)
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DARREN

I’m looking for some ink. I hear

he’s the best.

RAY

(chuckles)

Yeah, he’s the best I’ve ever seen,

but he’s not going to see you.

Fuck, he’d fire me if I even asked.

DARREN

(looking around, confused)

Why? He does all the work for the

Pit Vipers, right? Leto’s a friend.

RAY glance at basement door.

RAY

(visibly torn)

Man, I’ve got my orders and I need

this job. Look-

SOUND of basement door opening at bottom of stairs.

EVERYTHING go quiet.

EVERYONE look at basement door.

SOUND of footsteps climbing stairs.

QUIET...(beat)

DOOR open...

SCID ENT.

RAY

Boss-

COMMOTION from back room.

TOBY and CUSTOMER 2 (+ GIRLFRIEND) ENT.

CUSTOMER 2

...no, it’s awesome, man. The

detail work is insane. Thank you!

TOBY notice SCID, stop. TOBY look around assessing

situation. TOBY give RAY accusing look.

TOBY

(to SCID)

Sorry, boss. I’ll sort this out.

(CONTINUED)
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SCID

It’s all good, brother.

SCID close door and approach DARREN.

SCID (CONT’D)

Scid Rodriguez.

SCID extend hand.

SCID (CONT’D)

What can I do for you?

DARREN shake SCID’s hand.

DARREN

I’m a friend of Leto’s. He

mentioned he’ll only let you tattoo

him. He said you were the best

around. (beat) He also said you

wouldn’t see me, but I could ask.

The Vipers got a kick out of that.

SCID

(chuckling)

I’m semi-retired and I work with a

pretty exclusive clientele these

days. These guys take care of the

rest. (beat) But occasionally I’ve

been known to take on a new

customer. A friend of Leto’s and

the Pit Vipers is a friend of mine.

How about a drink and we’ll talk it

over?

DARREN

(Nods)

Yeah, sure. A drink sounds good.

SCID

Alright, then. Step into my office.

SCID lead DARREN to basement door and open.

TOBY

Scid, I’m sor-

SCID

It’s cool, brother. Don’t sweat it.

SCID survey the shop.

(CONTINUED)
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SCID

Looks like we’ve got a full house

so let’s get these folks situated

and lock it down.

TOBY

Will do. I’ll make sure you aren’t

disturbed again.

TOBY glare at Ray.

SCID

Relax, man. Lock it down and let’s

close up early tonight. We won’t

get much foot traffic with the

curfew anyway.

TOBY nod.

SCID EXT into basement stairwell and close door behind.

CUSTOMER 2

What was that all about, man?

TOBY

It’s important to keep the boss

happy; especially if you like being

employed. Scid has put every other

tattoo shop in town out of business

twice over. The guy is

otherworldly, man. He’s the best

and he makes the rules.

CUSTOMER 2

Rules? You guys have rules?

TOBY move to register and process order.

TOBY

Pretty much don’t bother the boss.

(beat) And make sure he gets his

cut. No drugs and no bullshit are

general policy.

CLOSE UP of Will’s hand going to pocket with pill bag.

WILL focus to fonts in portfolio.

CUT TO AMBER watching TOBY, but look at camera and basement

door again, sketching as she does as if in trance.

Linger from POV, watching camera (creepy swelling sound)
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31 MOJO’S FRONT LOBBY - ENTIRE ROOM LANDSCAPE HAS CHANGED.

WILL, SARA, AND JANICE SEATED IN CORNER STARING AT HER

QUIZZICALLY. RAY IS GONE. CUSTOMER 2 AND GIRLFRIEND ARE

GONE. 31

CUT TO TOBY calling AMBER

TOBY

Amber!

AMBER snap out of trance and focuse on TOBY. (Need camera

angle to highlight sketch pad and show a rudimentary

rendition of AEDAN’s tattoo.)

TOBY

You wanted to see me?

AMBER

Uh, yeah. Sorry.

AMBER look at sketchbook still in semi-dazed state before

slamming closed and standing, unsteady.

AMBER (CONT’D)

I need another tattoo.

TOBY’S face darken with understanding. TOBY nod.

TOBY

Come on back. (to other three) Ray

should be out in a few minutes.

TOBY point at security camera.

TOBY

The cameras work.

TOBY lock door and turn off "open" signs and exterior

lighting as he speaks...

TOBY

If you need to use the restroom,

it’s there near the basement door.

If you need to go back outside,

just wait. Ray can let you out once

he’s finished with his customer.

(to AMBER) )

Come on.

TOBY and AMBER EXT toward back.

WILL make mocking gesture of suspense.

JANICE chuckle.
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SARA focus on the camera.

32 CUT TO MOJO’S BASEMENT - DARREN EMERGING FROM STAIRS. 32

SCID close door behind him and proceed behind bar.

SCID

What’ll it be? Pick your poison.

DARREN

Jameson on the rocks.

DARREN set backpack on extra stool

SCID

(getting ice)

What branch?

DARREN

Army. Rangers.

SCID

(nods, pours drink)

You have the look of a warrior

about you.

DARREN

I’m no warrior.

(drinks)

SCID open a beer.

SCID

You’ve got the aura of a man who’s

seen death, but you’re the one

sitting there so I’m guessing you

were on the dealing end of it.

DARREN

(clearly uncomfortable)

That wasn’t war. It was slaughter

and blind obedience. Good men dying

for what, some politician’s agenda?

Some sheepherder’s misconception

about our society?

SCID

Hmmm. What makes you think they’re

the ones with the misconception?

DARREN

(looking offended/angry)

What does that mean?

(CONTINUED)
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SCID

Human history is marred with the

scars of misconceptions. Greed.

Lust. Pride. Wars are either fought

over the basest human traits or

pure misunderstanding.

DARREN

And many wars have you fought in?

SCID

More than I care to remember,

brother. I’ve been around longer

than I look. Trust me, things are

never as black and white as they

seem. Take your sheepherder for

example. Who are you to him? You’re

an insurgent. An outsider invading

his country. He didn’t ask you to

come. He didn’t ask you to impose

your will on him or his family or

his people. (beat) And his media,

his neighbors, his perception of

reality isn’t the same as yours. To

him, you’re the monster. You’re the

one killing his people, threatening

his family, his way of life. You

speak in a foreign tongue. Men like

you, possibly even your brothers,

rape and plunder his people just

like every savage invader since the

beginning of time.

DARREN

We didn’t start this. We’re not the

monsters.

SCID

You sure about that?

(takes another swig). )

If there’s one thing I’ve learned

in all my years, it’s that everyone

thinks the other guys are the

monsters. No matter what side of

the lens you’re looking through,

it’s jaded.

DARREN

That’s a pretty pessimistic

outlook.

(CONTINUED)
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SCID

Oh, we’re a doomed fucking species,

brother. It’s only a matter of time

before we wipe ourselves out or

Mother Nature does it for us.

DARREN

You’re wrong.

SCID

Okay, tell me why.

DARREN

There’s good out there. I’ve

watched men lay down their lives to

save others. I’ve seen a mother

step in front of a firing squad,

pleading and begging to save a

child. (beat) Love. There’s love.

And selflessness.

SCID

For every one example of that you

find, I’ll show you a hundred

rapists, murderers, dealers,

psychopaths, and extremists willing

to set the world on fire just to

bask in its glow. There was a time

when people weren’t so brash and

brazen. People have always had the

capacity for darkness, but when

humanity starting seeing itself as

gods... that’s when the natural

order of things became so

unbalanced.

DARREN

Tell me, Scid, have you ever loved?

SCID pour DARREN another drink.

SCID

Once. In a different life.

DARREN

What was her name?

SCID

Allenore.

DARREN

What would Allenore say about your

philosophy if she were here?

(CONTINUED)
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SCID

She’s say I’m full of shit. She’s

say people aren’t the real

monsters.

SCID chug rest of his beer.

SCID (CONT’D)

I would have agreed with her once.

But not anymore. I’ve seen

monsters, brother...most wear human

faces.

33 CUT TO MOJO’S FRONT LOBBY - NIGHT -RAY IS WAVING OFF HIS

CUSTOMER (UNSEEN IN SHOT) AND LOCKING DOOR. WILL, JANICE,

SARA STANDING AND FOLLOW RAY TOWARD BACK (CAMERA FOCUS IN ON

WILL AS WE HEAR DARREN’S DIALOGUE AS VOICE OVER)... 33

DARREN

What kind of monsters have you

seen?

34 CUT TO MOJO’S BASEMENT - CLOSE UP OF SCID DEEP,

INTROSPECTIVE. 34

SCID

I’ve seen nightmares walk... (beat)

...the things that hide in

shadows... the things that hide

inside of us... the deepest,

basest, darkest evils of this

world. (beat) And others.

FADE FROM TIGHT SHOT OF MOJO’S TATTOO...

35 FADE IN TO MOJO’S TOBY’S ROOM - NIGHT 35

PAN OUT FROM TIGHT SHOT OF AMBER’S SKETCHPAD, THE PAGE

SITTING ON TATTOO CHAIR AS SHE TAKES OFF LIGHT JACKET, SETS

HER STUFF ON A NEARBY CHAIR. SHOW THE DRIED BLOOD STAINED ON

HER SKIN AROUND THE CUT ON HER FOREARM.

TOBY set up station, has medical cleaning supplies as well

as tattoo gear.

AMBER gather sketchpad and stare at picture a moment before

flipping page to unique design, sitting down.

TOBY

(addressing her wrist)

So, what happened this time?

TOBY dab AMBER’S forearm with antiseptic.

(CONTINUED)
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TOBY (CONT’D)

Caught it on a nail? Stray zipper?

Really large, angry pussycat with

only one claw?

AMBER

I didn’t...It’s not what you think.

TOBY

I’ve been doing your work for a few

years now, Amber. I’m not an idiot.

Some scars are harder to hide than

others.

AMBER

(tearing up)

You don’t know...you can’t know.

TOBY

(shrugs, finish cleaning)

I don’t know ’why’ or ’who’, but

’what’... Why do you stay?

AMBER

It’s not that simple. My

mom...after my dad died...I

couldn’t leave her alone. She

needed me.

TOBY

(putting away supplies)

She doesn’t know? No, she wouldn’t.

(visible comprehension)

That’s why you hide them.

AMBER

(smudges away tear)

Not anymore. This is the last one.

TOBY

(nods)

Okay. Then we’re going to make it

epic. What do you have for me this

time?

AMBER hand sketchbook to TOBY (keep image off camera)

AMBER

A dagger through a heart bleeding

from stitched scars.

(CONTINUED)
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TOBY

(quizzical look)

This isn’t that...(beat) Where did

you see this design?

AMBER lean forward to look at page, confused.

AEDAN’S TATTOO SKETCH VISIBLE ON PAGE.

AMBER

That’s...that isn’t...

AMBER grab for notebook, but knock it out of TOBY’s hand.

SKETCHBOOK flop onto ground and page change to a page with a

sketch of TOBY.

TOBY and AMBER stare, awkward silence.

AMBER move to reach for sketchbook but...

TOBY grab book, flip back to AEDAN’S tattoo.

TOBY

I’ve only seen that design once

before.

AMBER

I must have seen it in a book or

something. I’m not sure.

36 CUT TO MOJO’S BASEMENT - TIGHT ON SCID’S TATTOO, PAN OUT. AS

SCID TALKS ZOOM IN SLOWLY ON DARREN. 36

SCID

Tell me, you’ve seen war and that

changes a man. In the midst of all

that shit, have you seen things you

just can’t explain? Things that

defy reason? Have you ever felt

like something was watching you?

Lingering just out of sight...just

out of reach...waiting in the

shadows.

FLASHBACK: AS SCID SPEAKS, CUT TO AFGHANISTAN RUBBLE -

FLASHES OF DARREN IN COMBAT GEAR, IN A DARK DEVASTATED

BUILDING, SOUNDS OF COMBAT, GUNFIRE, EXPLOSIONS. PAN TO

SHADOWS AND A SILHOUETTE OF A MAN, FAINTEST TRACE OF BLACK

LIGHT TATTOOS VISIBLE, DEMONIC EYES)

(CONTINUED)
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DARREN

Death. Death waits in the shadows.

SCID

Death comes for all of us, brother.

You saw something else. Something

worse. Something evil. Pure evil.

(beat) Didn’t you?

FLASHBACK RETURN TO PRESENT (MOJO’S

BASEMENT)

DARREN

(nods)

I saw the devil himself. And he’s

been after me ever since.

SCID

There’s more than one kind of

devil, brother.

37 CUT TO MOJO’S RAY’S ROOM (DIRECTOR’S NOTE: VIEW OVER RAY’S

SHOULDER WITH HIS WORKSTATION OPEN...PISTOL VISIBLE INSIDE,

WILL STANDING BEYOND.) 37

WILL

Let’s do this.

WILL remove shirt, revealing a wife-beater underneath.

WILL sit in tattoo chair.

RAY

Which arm?

WILL

The right.

RAY apply tattoo stencil to target area and hold in place.

RAY

Let’s give this a minute.

(Turns toward ladies)

You all students at the college

here?

JANICE

Go Hawks!

RAY

Where’d you get your ID’s?

(CONTINUED)
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WILL

Whoa

(chuckling)

What are you talking about, man?

SARA

I told you this was a bad idea.

RAY

Relax. They aren’t bad, but I’d be

careful you don’t get caught with

them. I’m assuming you heard about

the cop? Detective something...was

soliciting favors from college

girls looking to stay off the

police radar when they got busted.

JANICE

Yeah, what a creep. Isn’t he like

fifty or something?

RAY

Late thirties, I think, but close

enough. I’m just saying, be careful

what sort of position you put

yourselves in.

CAMERA POV FOCUS ON WILL.

RAY (CONT’D)

You never know what sort of creeps

you’re dealing with.

RAY pulls away tattoo stencil and picks up tattoo tool.

WILL

Fuck that creepy cop, what about

the serial killer? Four murders in

a few months. All college kids.

They need to catch that guy, not

worry about some cop whose letting

naughty girls off for party favors.

RAY

All douche bag jocks, you mean?

WILL

What? Wait, what the fuck, man? The

victims? I knew those guys. Ronny’s

a fraternity brother.

(CONTINUED)
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RAY

(under breath)

I bet.

RAY start tattooing WILL’s inner bicep.

RAY

They all had date rape complaints

filed against them. And didn’t a

couple of them have roofies on them

when they died? (beat) Douche bags.

WILL

(cringing in pain)

That’s a bunch of bullshit. All

lies. None of that was true. The

press is just trying to

sensationalize this to sell

newspapers. And you know they never

put all the details in the papers,

anyway. But people are talking,

man. People have seen stuff the

press isn’t talking about. Its way

more fucked up than you know.

SARA

My dad said they were probably drug

deals gone bad. Pushers from the

city have been dealing on campus

and causing problems.

WILL

Your dad know a lot of dealers,

Sara? You shouldn’t repeat shit

when you don’t know what you’re

talking about. None of those guys

were users, much less dealers. Sure

as fuck didn’t deserve what

happened to them.

JANICE

(Puts hand on WILL’s shoulder)

Half of that is just rumors, Will.

You know how it is. Every time a

story gets retold, people

embellish. Sara’s dad’s probably

right...it’s probably just some

kind of deal gone wrong. I mean,

seriously, you think there’s a guy

going around dismembering frat boys

and doing all that sick shit to

them? What kind of sick bastard

would actually do that?
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38 CUT TO MOJO’S BASEMENT, START ON SHOT OF SCID. AS SCID

SPEAKS, SHOW "FLASHBACKS" OF DARREN ALONE IN APARTMENT WITH

PISTOL CONTEMPLATING SUICIDE. 38

SCID

The devil, it comes in the darkest

moments, brother. When you aren’t

grounded. When you’ve lost your

purpose and don’t see your path

forward any longer. It’s easy to

get lost without a purpose. But you

survived...you made it through the

shit. So what’s your purpose now?

DARREN

I don’t... I mean...(beat)

SCID

Some warriors fight for a cause.

Family, love, religion, land, etc.

Some warriors fight because it’s

all they know to do. It’s in their

DNA. Something got you through the

shit, man. When people were dying

around you, something saw you

through. What was it?

DARREN

Doesn’t matter anymore. I came

home. She was already gone.

SCID

You must have some family. Parents,

siblings...someone who needs you,

brother.

DARREN

(shakes head)

No one will miss me when I’m gone.

SCID produce a pipe and marijuana and begin preparing the

pipe to smoke.

SCID

You a religious man, Darren?

DARREN give quizzical look at the marijuana.

SCID

Believe it or not, it’s for

medicinal purposes.

(starts loading).)

This bother you?

(CONTINUED)
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DARREN

(Shakes head)

No, go ahead. Just surprised. You

said medicinal?

SCID

Cancer. Stage IV. I’ve got a few

months. I could try treatment, but

as miraculous as modern science is,

there are some things science and

medicine can’t fix.

(Lights up)

Which brings me back to my

question. Are you a religious man?

SCID take a hit.

DARREN

No. Maybe. I don’t know. I used to

be. Before Afghanistan. That kind

of shit gives some people religion.

Sometimes...something else happens.

SCID offer pipe to DARREN.

SCID

Something else?

DARREN take pipe.

DARREN

What kind of god would condone what

we do? Everybody thinks God’s on

their side. Soldiers are pissing

prayers in hopes that some divine

power will keep the shrapnel at bay

or a knife off their throats. Most

end up dead with that prayer still

stuck on their tongue. (Takes a hit

from pipe) What about you?

SCID

I don’t know what you call it, but

there’s some kind of god. Jehovah.

Buddha. Allah. Fucking Taranis for

all I know. There was power in this

world long before people starting

naming their gods.

DARREN

How do you know that? What makes

you so sure?

SCID collect pipe from DARREN.

(CONTINUED)
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SCID

Balance. We’ve both seen the devil,

brother. Where there’s that much

evil, there has to be good to

offset it. Somewhere.

DARREN

If there’s a god out there, where

is he? Where are the miracles?

SCID

Maybe we’re just not paying

attention anymore. Or maybe he’s

just waiting around for humans to

sort their shit out before he shows

his face again. Like I said, most

monsters wear human faces.

DARREN

I’ve watched a lot of good men die

waiting on their miracles. Wasting

their dying breath praying to a god

who won’t answer.

SCID

And what if he did answer? What if

everybody who prayed got what they

wanted? You think your sheepherder

isn’t praying for his life too?

Maybe if you want a miracle, you

have to reach out and take it .

CAMERA PAN BEHIND BAR

SCID reache into duffle bag for ceremonial dagger.

SCID (CONT’D)

Take this for example.

SCID open case and present dagger on bar.

DARREN lean in to examine.

SCID (CONT’D)

This dates back thousands of

years...from a time when magic

still flowed and gods walked the

earth among men. That was a time

when mankind feared the

supernatural as much as they

embraced it.

(CONTINUED)
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DARREN

Where did you get that?

SCID

Family heirloom. It’s been passed

down through the generations.

Transferred from owner to owner.

DARREN grab hesitantly (dramatic.)

REINTRODUCE THE SOUND FROM DARREN’S PREVIOUS FLASHBACK OF

SEEING BEAST IN SHADOWS)

SCID (CONT’D)

Do you feel it...the power flowing

through it?

CUT TO FLASH OF DEMON LUNGING AT CAMERA FROM SHADOWS.

39 CUT TO MOJO’S BASEMENT 39

DARREN drop dagger and jerk away.

DARREN

What the fuck?

SCID return dagger to box as he speaks.

SCID

I told you. Magic. Power. (beat)

There are powers older than today’s

religions. Just imagine how much

knowledge has been lost through the

centuries, how many cultures have

vanished. Take the Mayans for

example. Just gone and so many

unanswered questions.

(eyeing dagger)

Every great relic has its story.

DARREN

So what’s the story with that one?

SCID

An ancient mystic found a way to

open a portal to a power he

couldn’t control. He thought he’d

discovered the secret to

immortality...a way to live forever

by passing his spirit on from one

body to another. (beat)

SCID close box and put dagger away as he speaks.

(CONTINUED)
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SCID (CONT’D)

But like every mortal, he didn’t

understand the power he was

conjuring. He opened a portal, but

a real living, breathing nightmare

was waiting on the other side.

Before he realized what he’d done,

the devil came through and

destroyed everything and everyone

he loved. Story goes, that dagger

is the key to opening the portal

and it’s the only thing that can

close it once it’s opened.

(SCID chuckles)

Of course, story also goes that the

mystic has been alive for centuries

cheating death because he knows

what’s waiting on the other side

for him. (beat)Tell me something,

brother...what exactly are you

running from?

40 CUT TO BAR, OUTSIDE NEAR ENTRANCE - NIGHT - OFFICER

LOADELMIRE TALKING TO JERRY, CLAIRE, AND BARTENDER OUTSIDE

BAR 40

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

(to Claire) )

You’re absolutely certain it was

him?

BARTENDER

I’m not so sure, detective, I-

CLAIRE

It was him! I’ll never forget that

face. He nearly drowned Jerry. In

that shitter full of piss and-

CLAIRE become sick, turn to vomit.

BARTENDER

(Shaking head)

It could have been. Might not have.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

(frustrated)

Might not have been?

BARTENDER nod.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE clearly frustrated, look back and forth

between BARTENDER and couple. JERRY sulk.

(CONTINUED)
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DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE pull BARTENDER away from couple a few

steps and lower voice.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

Look, I get it. Jerry deserved what

he got. He’s a piece of shit. But

until Claire over there is willing

to press some charges, I can’t

touch him.

BARTENDER nod, fold arms.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE (CONT’D)

If I’m right, this guy’s a killer,

Andy. He could be out there hunting

right now. Just help me out here.

Tell me it’s the same guy. Tell me

where he went...at least which

direction.

BARTENDER

You’re right, Detective. Jerry is a

piece of shit. And he did deserve

what he got. Someone is going

around carving up college kids and

you think it’s the guy with a hero

complex? (beat) Creepy guy

harassing college kids...remind you

of anyone else?

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

(threateningly)

I’d watch what you say next very

carefully, Andy.

BARTENDER

(nods)

Fair enough. I’ve got a business to

run. Good night, detective.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE watch in anger as BARTENDER turns and

heads back inside.

YOUNGER WOMAN in college apparel emerge from around corner

(concealed by darkness until she appears).

SMOKER WOMAN

Your guy went into Mojo’s.

(points down the street) )

You really think he’s the one

killing college kids?

(CONTINUED)
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DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

Yeah, I think he’s the guy.

SMOKER WOMAN

There are a lot of rumors flying

around. Hopefully they aren’t true,

but if they are...if he’s the

guy... get that monster off the

streets.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

(ready to jot on notepad)

What’s your name, miss? And a good

number to reach you out for-

SMOKER WOMAN

(backs away)

I don’t think so, cop. Don’t think

I don’t know who you are.

(turns and walks away) )

Pervert.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

You’re a witness. (beat)Hey!

SMOKER WOMAN flip the bird as she turns corner.

41 CUT TO MOJO’S - RAY’S ROOM - JANICE NOW IN CHAIR; WILL

ADMIRING HIS INK VIA HIS PHONE, TAKING A SELFIE; SARA IN

CORNER ON HER PHONE. 41

WILL put phone in front pants pocket (one with drugs) to put

on his other shirt.

WILL

(to himself)

Baller. B-b-b-b-b-b-Baller!

WILL’s phone starts ringing.

WILL hurry to answer.

BAG with pills drop on floor near RAY’s workstation where

only RAY and WILL can see.

WILL snag bag with drugs as he speaks.

WILL

Yo, yo, Byron. Hold on a minute.

WILL EXT toward FRONT LOBBY.

(CONTINUED)
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SARA

(looking up from phone)

How long do you think this will

take?

RAY

Not too long.

RAY settle onto his chair. Tattoo paper already applied on

JANICE’s thigh.

RAY

So, what else do you ladies have

planned tonight?

JANICE

Will’s fraternity is throwing a

party. But everyone’s too scared to

come out.

SARA

There’s also the mandatory curfew.

People are scared for good reason.

RAY look at monitor. (WILL on phone near door in the

screen.)

RAY

Excuse me a minute, ladies.

RAY take off gloves and EXT toward front. Toss something

directly in front of monitor to obscure view.

42 CUT TO MOJO’S FRONT LOBBY, SOUNDS FROM INSIDE OCCUPIED

RESTROOM. 42

43 CUT TO INSIDE MOJO’S RESTROOM - WILL TALKING TO FRIEND ON

PHONE, NOT USING TOILET. 43

WILL

Just have the room ready, bro. I’ll

take care of the rest. (beat) No,

I’m telling you, these bitches are

fine. I’ve got the stuff.

(slides hand in pocket with

drugs). )

They’ll be ready.

KNOCK on door.

WILL (CONT’D)

Just a minute.

(to phone) )

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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WILL (CONT’D) (cont’d)
Maybe another hour.

KNOCK on door.

WILL (CONT’D)

Mother fucker. I’ll be out in a

minute.

KNOCK on door.

WILL (CONT’D)

Son of a bitch.

(opens door) )

Dude, what the fuck?

RAY lunge forward slamming WILL backward against the

bathroom mirror, pinning his mouth shut.

WILL grab RAY’s arm with one hand and catch the other on its

way to his face.

RAY hold a tattooing needle inches from WILL’s eye.

Slowly, very slowly, RAY push the needle closer as WILL

struggles and yells (muffled).

RAY

Shhh. (beat) Shut the fuck up.

(beat) Shhh. (beat) Now, just think

about what you were going to do

next.

WILL crying. Eyes wide with panic. Needle almost touching

his eye.

(SHOT TIGHT ON NEEDLE).

RAY

Right. (beat) Fuck you.

RAY jam needle home. Slow trickle of blood pool out from

puncture.

WILL twitch. Will’s hands relax.

RAY ease WILL to ground. RAYnpick up WILL’s phone and toss

it in toilet.

RAY

I’ll finish up with you later.

RAY lock door from inside, then close and look around.
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EXT TOWARD HIS TATTOOING ROOM.

44 CUT TO MOJO’S BASEMENT 44

DARREN

It’s like it’s been hunting me ever

since that day. In the shadows.

(beat) Just out of reach. (beat)

Just waiting. (beat) Sometimes, I

swear I can hear it breathing...no

feel it. Down my neck. (beat) Like

it’s right behind me.

SCID

Once you’ve seen it, you’re never

free again. What if I told you

there was a way to make it stop?

DARREN

(drinks)

How?

SCID

(points at AEDAN’s tattoo)

There are things stronger than the

darkness, brother. This ward dates

back centuries. It’s older than

most religions and has been keeping

that devil at bay the entire time.

I haven’t shared this recently.

Feels like a lifetime ago,

actually. But you seem the sort

that could use it. What do you

think?

DARREN

(nodding)

Yeah, okay. That’s a wicked design.

Let’s do it.

SCID

Right on, brother. Let’s do it.

SCID finish beer, collect duffel bag from behind bar, and

head to door.

45 CUT TO RAY’S ROOM AT MOJO - RAY RETURNING TO ROOM AND

PULLING ON FRESH GLOVES TO RESUME WORK 45

RAY

Sorry about that, ladies. Now,

where were we?

(CONTINUED)
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JANICE

Where’s Will?

RAY

Talking to one of his frat

brothers, I think. Killed something

in the bathroom though, so I

wouldn’t try using that.

JANICE

Typical.

COMMOTION draws everyone’s attention. ENT SCID leading

DARREN through room toward TOBY’S ROOM (carrying duffle

bag).

SCID

See that we aren’t bothered.

RAY

(nods)

Will do, boss.

EXT SCID and DARREN, closing door behind.

46 CUT TO TOBY’S ROOM. 46

ENT SCID and DARREN.

AMBER and TOBY look up.

TOBY

What’s up, boss? You working?

(eyeing Darren)

SCID

Yeah. We’ll be a while. Make sure

we aren’t bothered. Lock up when

you leave.

EXT SCID and DARREN (closing door behind)

TOBY

(focused on tattooing)

So, why haven’t you said anything

before?

AMBER give quizzical look. (beat)

TOBY

The sketches.

(CONTINUED)
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AMBER

(beat) It’s not what you think.

I...I draw lots of stuff.

TOBY

Well it was pretty good. Really

good, actually. You ever think

about going to art school?

ABMER

Every day. (beat) Wasn’t in the

cards.

TOBY

It’s never too late to make a

change. Maybe...maybe it would be a

good thing.

AMBER

Yeah.

(suddenly somber)

Things are different now.

I’ll...think about it.

47 CUT TO MOJO’S LOBBY - INSIDE SHOT OF FRONT DOOR. 47

Silence. (Beat)

Knocking.

Silence.

Knocking louder.

Silence.

Pounding.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

(voice from outside)

Police!

(knocks again)

Open up!

48 CUT TO MOJO’S RAY’S ROOM. 48

SCREEN START ON MOJO’S FRONT LOBBY, FRONT DOOR. CHANGE TO

OUTSIDE MOJO’S (MOTION SENSOR) SHOWING DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

APPROACHING AND BEGIN POUNDING ON DOOR.

JANICE

Oh, fuck! Isn’t that that detective

that’s been all over the papers?

(CONTINUED)
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SARA

Oh, shit. Shit, shit, shit, shit,

shit, shit, shit. We’re busted. The

party...the ID’s!

(starts retrieving from her

purse)

RAY

Calm down

(standing)

I’ll take care of this.

JANICE

What are you going to tell him?

Shit, my parents will kill me. I

can’t get busted again. Is there

another way out of here?

RAY

There’s a door in Scid’s room, but

it leads to the other side of the

front porch and the boss doesn’t

want to be disturbed. The only

other exit is through the basement.

(glances at monitor)

I’ll get rid of him. Don’t worry.

Come here.

Ray lead JANICE and SARA to an "employees only" door and

usher them inside.

RAY make a shushing motion and close the door, leaving SARA

and JANICE in the dark.

RAY retrieve his gun from inside his tattoo station and EXT

toward front.

49 CUT TO MOJO’S FRONT LOBBY, RAY APPROACHING FRONT DOOR. 49

RAY APPROACH FRONT DOOR HOLDING GUN IN LEFT HAND WHILE

RETRIEVING KEYS TO UNLOCK FRONT DOOR WITH HIS RIGHT HAND.

50 CUT TO TOBY’S ROOM AT MOJO’S - AMBER TENSING UP IN CHAIR. 50

TOBY

What?

(glances over shoulder at

monitor)

AMBER pull arm free and rush to her bag.

AMBER start tossing her stuff inside bag.

AMBER grab her sketchbook as TOBY speaks.

(CONTINUED)
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TOBY

(hushed voice)

Amber! Talk to me, what’s going on?

Are you in trouble?

ABMER

Back door? How do I get out of

here?

(Moves toward SCID’S door.)

TOBY

(blocks AMBER’s way)

The only other exits are through

there...

(motion to SCID’s door) )

...or through the basement. And we

aren’t going to-oh shit!

CUT TO MONITOR SHOWING RAY APPROACHING FRONT DOOR, GUN IN

HAND, HELD LOW BEHIND LEG.

TOBY

What the fuck is he doing?

MONITOR SHOWS RAY STOP, LOOK UP AT CAMERA, AND CAUSALLY

STRIDE TOWARD DESK. CAMERA NEEDS TO BE TIGHT ON

MONITOR...ZOOMED IN.

RAY click remote and monitor go black..."no signal". As it

pan’s away...

51 CUT TO SCID’S ROOM, DARREN IN CHAIR FACING AWAY FROM

MONITOR. 51

SCID watch monitor, a patch of strange pin’s in his hand.

SCID nod at monitor and press button to power off.

SCID

(moving around DARREN with a

pin in hand)

It took me a few lifetimes to

refine the process...

DARREN’S BODY BECOME VISIBLE. SHOW MULTIPLE PINS IN PLACE

AND DARREN TENSE, WIDE-EYED AND FRIGHTENED.

SCID place a needle at the center of DARREN’s forehead.

SCID (CONT’D)

But I promise it will be painless.

CUT TO DARREN POV.

SCID move needle close to DARREN’S forehead.

(CONTINUED)
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ONCE PLACED, SHOW EDGES OF SCREEN (DARREN’S VISION)

DARKENING.

SCID (CONT’D)

The fear passes, brother. In a

moment, you’ll be at peace. No more

demons. No more pain. No more

running.

STILL DARREN POV.

SCID place another pin.

SCID (CONT’D)

You have a purpose again. You can

rest easy now, soldier.

Still DARREN POV. SCID place another pin, FADE TO BLACK.

52 CUT TO MOJO’S LOBBY - RAY AT FRONT DOOR. 52

RAY open door a crack and face DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE.

RAY

Can I help you?

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

I’ve been banging this door for

about an hour now.

RAY

We’re closed.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

You hiding something in there?

RAY

Finishing up our last customers and

then closing up early. Mandatory

curfew.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

I’m looking for someone.

(holds up picture of DARREN)

I was told he came here.

RAY

Maybe. There’s a guy looks kinda

like that in the back with the

boss. But I’m not allowed to

disturb them.

(CONTINUED)
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DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

He’s a suspect in a crime and is

considered dangerous. Possibly

unstable. I’m sure your boss won’t

mind. I just need to ask him a few

questions.

RAY

You have a warrant?

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

I don’t need a warrant.

(pushing forward)

This isn’t a residence.

RAY slide out of way to keep gun concealed as...

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE ENT.

RAY shut door and lock with one hand.

DETECIVE LOADELMIRE TOO FOCUSED ON LOOKING AROUND TO NOTICE.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

Where is he?

RAY

Like I said, I’m not allowed to

disturb them.

RAY step forward and pistol-whip DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE reach for head as he collapses onto the

floor.

RAY move around counter and open the BASEMENT DOOR.

RAY drag DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE to doorway, collecting his

firearm before shoving him down the stairs

RAY

So you like taking advantage of

college girls, do you detective? I

hear you’ve been looking for me.

53 CUT TO TOBY’S ROOM AT MOJO’S - TOBY BACKING GINGERLY AWAY

FROM AMBER, LISTENING INTENTLY TOWARD THE FRONT ROOM AND

MOTIONING AMBER TO BE QUIET. 53

TOBY

What was that?

AMBER catches TOBY near doorway to RAY’S ROOM.

(CONTINUED)
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AMBER

(hushed voice)

Please, I need to leave. Where is

the other exit?

COMMOTION from basement. Sounds of scuffling. Vicious

beating noises.

AMBER and TOBY exchange intense stares.

TOBY look around for a weapon and grab a mop.

TOBY motion for AMBER to stay behind him. TOBY position

himself near the door handle.

Sound of someone coming upstairs, doors opening and closing,

footfalls approaching TOBY’s room.

DOOR open and RAY ENT.

TOBY has mop raised to strike, lowers when he recognizes

RAY.

TOBY

What the fuck just happened, Ray?

What was that commotion?

RAY

We had an unwelcome visitor.

TOBY

What did you do?

RAY

Made sure the boss wasn’t

disturbed, Toby. My job. Relax,

man, I got it taken care of. He’s

not coming back.

TOBY

Ray, get rid of your customers. We

need to clear this place out.

RAY

As you wish, Boss Man. We’re almost

done anyway.

RAY EXT to his room, closing door behind.

TOBY put mop away.

(CONTINUED)
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TOBY

Look, I’m nearly done. Let me

finish this up and we’ll get out of

here.

AMBER

We’ll?

TOBY

(beat) Yeah. I’ll take you wherever

you like and we can grab a drink or

something.

AMBER glance at door, but return to chair.

AMBER

That sounds nice, but I need to get

on the road. Can you finish it

quickly?

TOBY

We’re almost done.

(Settles back into seat and

dons new gloves)

Amber (beat) where did you go back

there?

AMBER

What do you mean?

TOBY

You’ve been coming to me for years

now. I’ve been watching you

disappear in this chair for longer

than I care to remember.

It’s...hard to watch. I can only

imagine how hard it must be for

you.

TOBY resumes tattoo.

AMBER

(studying her wound)

What do you know about pain?

TOBY

I can’t guess what you’ve been

through or how much it hurts, but I

know it takes a special kind of

pain to make a person fade so far.

One of these times, I’m not sure

you’ll make it back.

(CONTINUED)
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AMBER

Doesn’t matter anyway. I told you

this was the last time. After

tonight, you’ll never see me again.

TOBY

(beat) That would be really

unfortunate.

AMBER

What does that mean?

TOBY

I’d hate if this was the last time

I saw you. I mean...I’d like to see

you again. Soon.

AMBER

(laughs)

That figures. The day you finally

notice me and it’s too late.

TOBY

(beat) What happened tonight,

Amber? Why did that detective spook

you so much? What did you do?

54 CUT TO MOJO’S BASEMENT AS AMBER’S VOICE-OVER SAYS "SOMETHING

I SHOULD HAVE DONE A LONG TIME AGO." HAUNTING SLOW PAN OF

ROOM TO END ON A BRIEF GLIMPSE OF DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE’S

BODY ON GROUND, BLOODIED AND BOUND. 54

55 CUT TO RAY’S ROOM, RAY LEADING SARA AND JANICE BACK INTO

ROOM. GIRLS NERVOUS AND JITTERY, LOOKING AROUND FOR SIGNS OF

DANGER. 55

SARA

Where is he?

RAY

Gone. He won’t be back. I took care

of it.

JANICE

What was all the noise?

RAY

I let the detective look around

downstairs and he knocked some shit

over. It’s fine. I’ll clean up the

mess once we finish this.

(CONTINUED)
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SARA

I think we should just get out of

here.

RAY

(patting chair)

We can’t leave this unfinished.

Let’s get your money’s worth.

JANICE

Fuck. (beat) Will said he was

paying. I didn’t even bring money.

RAY

We squared up. All good, ladies.

JANICE

I hope he tipped well. A gorgeous

thing like you deserves a nice tip.

SARA

I’ll be back.

SARA EXT toward front room.

RAY

Does he strike you as the tipping

sort?

JANICE

(laughs) )

No.

(flirtatious) )

Hmmm, what can we do about that?

56 CUT TO MOJO’S FRONT LOBBY. 56

SARA ENT from back room, focused on her phone.

SARA

(quietly, to herself)

Dear God, get me out of this mess.

Please God, I just want to go home.

(tries front door. Locked) )

Please!

SARA stops on customer side of front counter and eyeballs

"private" door.
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57 CUT TO SCID’S ROOM - CANDLES BURNING, ALL RITUAL PROPS

VISIBLE AROUND ROOM, TATTOOING MARK ON ONE OF DARREN’S

FOREARMS (OR BLENDING INTO AN OPEN SPOT, BUT ESSENTIAL IT

WOULD BE A SPOT THAT DARREN COULD REACH WITH ONE HAND

HOLDING A KNIFE), ALMOST COMPLETE. CHANTING AS HE WORKS. 57

SCID

Agored i ni y drws. Tywyllwch golau

yn dod yn. un yn dod yn un arall. O

scept Balor yn

NEED SWELLING SOUNDS AND VISIBLE IMPACT OF THE RITUAL IN THE

ROOM. FLICKER OF CANDLES. A FEW THINGS RATTLE SLIGHTLY. DUST

AND/OR SMALL OBJECTS ON FLOOR GRAVITATING SLOWLY TOWARD THE

TATTOO CHAIR

INTERJECT SNIPPETS OF DARREN POV - ROOM FLICKERING. THE

SHADOWED EDGES OF VISION SWIRLING AND MOVING AS IF ALIVE.

DEMON EYES flicker in a corner.

58 CUT TO MOJO’S TOBY’S ROOM. 58

SHOW SNIPPETS OF TOBY WORKING ON AMBER’S TATTOO (FINISHING

TOUCHES). NOTEBOOK ON COUNTER WITH HER STUFF. PAGES FLIP TO

IMAGE OF AEDAN’S TATTOO. SHOW AMBER’S EXPRESSION SOFTEN AND

HER EYES ROLL BACK, TOBY TOO FOCUSED TO NOTICE. AMBER’S

OTHER HAND TIGHTENS AROUND ARMREST.

59 CUT TO MOJO’S FRONT LOBBY (CARRY SOUNDS INTO SCENE) - SARA

LOOKS AROUND NERVOUSLY. SHE TRIES TO OPEN BASEMENT DOOR. AS

SHE SLOWLY APPROACHES, SARA HEARS MUFFLED NOISES COMING FROM

DOWNSTAIRS. 59

SARA panic and turn, drop phone.

SARA reach down to retrieve phone and see a trickle of blood

trailing out from under the bathroom door.

60 CUT TO RAY’S ROOM - JANICE ADMIRING FINISHED TATTOO AS RAY

STANDS AND REMOVES GLOVES. 60

61 CUT TO TOBY’S ROOM - (MUFFLED SOUNDS OF SCID’S INCANTATION

CRESCENDOING THROUGH DOOR) 61

TOBY stop and glance at the door with confused look.

TOBY

What the hell?

SPARE NEEDLE on TOBY’s workstation rattle and turn toward

SCID’s room.

On floor, a DUST BUNNY tumble toward door.

(CONTINUED)
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LIGHTS flicker.

TOBY (CONT’D)

What is going on in there? Do you

hear that?

TOBY look at AMBER.

AMBER IS SILENTLY MOUTHING THE WORDS SCID IS SPEAKING, BOTH

HANDS CLASPED TIGHT ON THE ARM RESTS AND HER EYES ROLLED

COMPLETELY BACK SO ONLY WHITES VISIBLE.

TOBY (CONT’D)

Amber! Holy shit, Amber!

TOBY drop tattoo gun and grab AMBER’s shoulders.

62 CUT TO MOJO’S FRONT LOBBY - (QUIET, FOCUSED ON THE PANICKED

SOUND OF SARA’S BREATHING) 62

SARA lift cell phone with flashlight function to view under

the bathroom doorway crack.

VIEW OF WILL’S PUNCTURED EYE AT THE END OF THE TRAIL OF

BLOOD, REFLECTED FROM SARA’S CAMERA LIGHT.

SARA scream, recoil, fumble to open basement door.

63 CUT TO RAY’S ROOM - JANICE HEARS SARA’S SCREAM FROM OTHER

ROOM AND LOOKS IN THAT DIRECTION. SOUND OF DOOR SLAMMING

OPEN. FOOTSTEPS HURRYING DOWN STAIRS. 63

RAY shake head, reach into tattoo station and retrieve gun.

JANICE frozen, petrified, watches the gun.

RAY stand, sigh, turn toward door.

64 CUT TO SCID’S ROOM - SWELL OF SOUNDS AND MOVEMENT, WIND,

FLICKERING CANDLES, DARREN’S BODY SHAKING, SCID STANDING

OVER BODY WITH SACRIFICIAL DAGGER IN HAND, TATTOO VISIBLY

COMPLETE, BEADS OF BLOOD VISIBLE. 64

SCID

(raising arms slowly as

speaking)

Ysbryd. Gwaed. plethu anfarwol.

Llawer. Un. pŵer tragwyddol. Ysbryd

mawr y nether!
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65 CUT TO TOBY’S ROOM - TOBY SHAKING AMBER BY SHOULDERS.AMBER’S

BODY RIGID AND EYES STILL WHITE. MOUTH OPEN. 65

LIGHTS flicker.

Inhuman sound rising from SCID’s room. Faint sounds of

SCID’s voice shouting above the sound.

TOBY

Amber! Snap out of it!

TOBY release AMBER, grab golf club and run toward SCID’s

door.

66 CUT TO MOJO’S BASEMENT STAIRWELL - SARA FUMBLING WITH

DOWNSTAIRS BASEMENT DOOR. LIGHTS FLICKERING. SCENE SHAKING.

66

SARA Open door and...

67 CUT TO MOJO’S BASEMENT - SARA PUSHING DOOR OPEN UNCERTAINLY,

PEERING AROUND CORNER. DETECTIVE LOADLMIRE IS BLOODIED AND

HANDCUFFED TO A PIPE ON WALL. FEET BOUND AND UNRESPONSIVE.67

SARA step inside and close door.

LIGHTS flicker off and on.

BOTTLES on bar rattle. Noise from upstairs (ritual) loud.

DOOR ON OTHER END OF ROOM COME INTO VIEW.

SARA run toward door.

SARA trip over DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE and land on top of him.

SARA scream.

68 CUT TO SCID’S ROOM - SCID’S HEAD POINTED TOWARD CEILING,

EYES CLOSED, SHOUTING INCANTATION, ARMS RAISED AND DAGGER

HELD (INVERTED) IN RIGHT HAND. ROOM SHAKY, WINDY, LOUD WITH

DEMONIC NOISES. DARREN RIGID IN CHAIR, HEAD TOSSED BACK AND

EYES WHITE. 68

SCID open eyes (eyes white.)

SCID lower arms and carve AEDAN’s tattoo on his arm as he

finishes incantation.

SCID withdraw most pins from DARREN’s skin.

SOUND of TOBY wrestling with SCID’s door.

(CONTINUED)
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SCID

Un yn dod yn un arall. O scept

Balor yn. Mae’r pris yn cael ei

dalu. Gwrit yn y gwaed tragwyddol!

TOBY burst into room in the middle of last sentence.

TOBY pause, assess situation, see SCID with dagger, DARREN

in clear pain, pure chaos everywhere...

TOBY charge at SCID as SCID finishes last word.

TOBY smack SCID in back of head with golf club.

DARREN’s body relax.

Room instantly settle. Sounds vanish.

SCID collapse onto floor.

TOBY

What the living fuck, Scid?

AMBER scream from TOBY’S ROOM (visible behind TOBY in view)

and lurch forward into upright seated position in chair.

69 CUT TO TOBY’S ROOM - AMBER UPRIGHT, PANTING, CRYING,

SHAKING, WHITE-KNUCKLE GRIP ON ARM RESTS. 69

TOBY ENT and run to AMBER.

TOBY

Amber, are you okay?

AMBER

What just happened?

DARREN moan from SCID’s room.

DARREN begin moving in background.

TOBY

I don’t know what just happened,

but I’ve never seen this kind of

shit before. I think we better get

out of here. Sit here a minute and

get your bearings. I’ll be right

back.

TOBY run back to SCID’s room.
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70 CUT TO SCID’S ROOM - TOBY ENT TO STAND BY DARREN. 70

TOBY snap fingers near DARREN’S face and nudge him gently.

TOBY

Hey, man. Buddy. Can you hear me?

What the fuck happened in here?

TOBY extract final needle from DARREN’s forehead.

DARREN slump and mumble like he’s trying to say something.

TOBY

Come on. I’m getting you out of

here.

TOBY begin to help DARREN out of his chair.

ENT AMBER wearing her backpack.

TOBY

Give me a hand.

AMBER

What’s wrong with him?

TOBY

I don’t know, but whatever was

happening to you, it looked like

the same thing. Well, something

like it anyway. Different... I

don’t know how to describe it.

AMBER

Holy shit, Toby. What was he going

to do?

CUT TO VIEW OF AXE, GASOLINE CAN, ROPE, GARBAGE BAGS,

GLOVES, ETC. ALL LAID OUT ON COUNTER BESIDE OPEN DAGGER

CASE.

TOBY

I don’t think I want to know. Let’s

get everybody out of here before he

comes to.

TOBY and SARA start moving toward door.

DARREN resist (must be unintelligible and barely functional)

and mumble, motion toward the dagger.

(CONTINUED)
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AMBER

What’s he saying?

TOBY

I have no idea, but I think he’s

trying to say something about that

knife. Hold him.

TOBY position DARREN partially against the doorframe with

AMBER’s support and...

TOBY grab the dagger.

TOBBY help carry DARREN’s weight and begin to exit.

DARREN resist, mumbling more profoundly (attempting to say

"kill him")

TOBY

Dude, I can’t understand you and I

need to get everyone out of here so

I can call the cops.

DARREN

Kim

TOBY

What?

DARREN

Kihm

TOBY

Seriously, man. I don’t know what

he did to you, but you’re not

making any sense.

DARREN

Lim. Kih. Lmm

TOBY

Come on.

DARREN

Kill him!

TOBY

What the fuck?

AMBER

Did he just say, "kill him?"

DARREN nod weakly.

(CONTINUED)
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DARREN

Kill him. (beat) before (beat) too

late

RAY open TOBY’s door, pistol in hand (pointed at ground) and

scan room.

RAY hold gaze on SCID’s body.

RAY

Okay...this should be interesting.

TOBY

Help me get them out of here, Ray.

Whatever just happened...(beat) it

wasn’t natural.

RAY

You do that, or him?

(gestures at darren on "him")

TOBY

I’ve never seen Scid like that

before. He was carving his arm up

like a psychopath, and I don’t know

what he did to this guy, but I’m

pretty sure he was going to kill

him.

AMBER

There’s an axe,

gasoline...(beat)...Holy shit...the

murders. The serial killer they’re

talking about in the papers. Holy

fuck. It was him.

TOBY

Let’s not jump to any conclusions.

I don’t know what that was in

there, but I’ve known Scid for

years. He’s no killer.

AMBER

The college kids that come through

the diner are scared to death and

keep whispering about how the frat

boys were carved up like some kind

of halloween decorations. Do you

have a better explanation?

AMBER grab the dagger from TOBY and hold up in his face.

(CONTINUED)
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AMBER

And do you want to explain this?

DARREN

Kill him.

RAY

Nobody’s killing Scid, and I’m with

Toby. Scid’s no killer. Come on.

RAY relieve AMBER to support DARREN. EVERYONE EXT ROOM.

71 CUT TO RAY’S ROOM. RAY AND TOBY HELPING DARREN THROUGH DOOR.

AMBER CLOSE BEHIND CARRYING CEREMONIAL DAGGER. JANICE

SLUMPED ON FLOOR BESIDE RAY’S TATTOO STATION HOLDING

HERSELF, TREMBLING, MASCARA RUNNING DOWN HER FACE FROM

CRYING. 71

TOBY

What’s wrong with her?

RAY

(beat) Her friend was the one

screaming. Front door’s locked and

she hasn’t come back. It sounded

like she went downstairs.

TOBY give RAY an accusing/angry look.

TOBY

Let’s hope she just got spooked.

Amber, can you help her?

AMBER nod and kneel by JANICE.

AMBER

Hey.

(to Ray)

What’s her name?

RAY

Janice.

(to Janice)

Janice!

JANICE jerk and look up, frightened. JANICE survey her

surroundings then focus on RAY.

AMBER

(touching JANICE’s shoulder)

Janice. Hey. I’m Amber. Sweetheart,

I need you to get up, right now.

Come on. Come with me, okay?

(CONTINUED)
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JANICE nod and start to stand.

CUT TO JANICE POV TO SHOW HER GAZE LAND ON RAY AND HIS GUN.

RAY give JANICE menacing look.

DARREN try to disentangle himself from RAY and TOBY.

DARREN try to return to TOBY’S room.

TOBY

Woah there, buddy. Calm down.

RAY

(shoving DARREN against wall)

Stop.

(points gun at DARREN) )

I don’t know you and I’m not

convinced that wasn’t your

handy-work back there, so let’s

take it down a notch until we sort

this all out. Okay?

DARREN

Have to...(beat)

TOBY

Enough! I don’t know what the fuck

is wrong with you, dude, but we’re

not going to kill anybody. Amber,

how’s it going?

JANICE ON HER FEET, SHIVERING, HOLDING ONTO AMBER.

AMBER open mouth to speak...

CUT TO DARKNESS.

JANICE scream and whimper.

AMBER

Shit. Hold on.

AMBER engage cell phone flashlight.

Sudden inhuman sound (a dozen wailing, roaring

voices...pain, suffering, etc) blare for several seconds.

AMBER, JANICE, RAY, DARREN, TOBY hold ears.

LIGHTS flicker on and off.

SOUNDS stop.

(CONTINUED)
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LIGHTS stay on.

AMBER

Where did he go?

RAY and TOBY shift to look where AMBER is looking (empty

floor where SCID’s body was).

Lightbulb in SCID’S ROOM burst. (beat)

Lightbulb in TOBY’S ROOM burst.

LOW animalistic growl sound from SCID’S ROOM.

SCID step into view (silhouette only, cast in light from

front window so entire front of body in shadow).

THROUGHOUT REVEAL, INTERSPERSE VARIOUS INHUMAN SOUNDS.

BLACKLIGHT MARKINGS ALONG SCID’S BODY SLOWLY COME TO LIFE.

BLACKLIGHT FANGS SLOWLY OPEN. SCID TWITCH IN VARIOUS

UNNATURAL WAYS WITH EACH REVELATION

SCID’s demon eyes open.

AMBER

(trembling, shaky)

What is that?

DARREN

Demon.

SCID raise hands/claws in menacing manner, roar, and charge.

JANICE scream.

AMBER

Run!

RAY aim and fire three shots.

SCID’s body recoil.

TOBY

Amber, get her out of here! Go!

RAY and TOBY approach SCID’S ROOM, RAY aiming weapon into

darkness.

AMBER drag JANICE out of room (EXT to front).

DARREN try to walk, but slump against wall.
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72 CUT TO TOBY’S ROOM. RAY AND TOBY APPROACHING SCID’S DOOR. 72

NO SIGN OF SCID IN VIEW.

When RAY and TOBY reach door...

SCID (demon)reappear and charge from corner.

RAY fire three more shots and....

SCID recoil again.

TOBY jerk door shut.

TOBY

Fuck this. Let’s get the hell out

of here.

RAY and TOBY turn and run.

EXT TO RAY’S ROOM.

73 CUT TO RAY’S ROOM. 73

TOBY shut and lock door.

RAY

Get them out of here. I’ll make

sure that thing doesn’t get back up

again. I’m right behind you.

TOBY nod and EXT toward FRONT LOBBY.

RAY back slowly away from door.

74 CUT TO TOBY’S ROOM. 74

DOOR lurch off hinges into SCID’s ROOM.

SCID demon markings and eyes glow in darkness.

SCID stalk into TOBY’S ROOM.

75 CUT TO RAY’S ROOM. 75

RAY stop near door toward front lobby, gun fixed on TOBY’S

DOOR.

RAY

(Shouting)

How’s it going in there?
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76 CUT TO MOJO’S FRONT LOBBY - AMBER AND JANICE AT DOOR. DARREN

HUNCHED OVER FRONT COUNTER. 76

TOBY ENT pulling keys from pocket to approach door.

AMBER

Hurry.

JANICE

What was that?

DARREN

The devil.

JANICE

Where is Sara? Has anyone seen

Sara?

TOBY put key in lock to unlock front door. Turn key and

start to pull open.

GUNSHOT sound from RAY’S ROOM.

77 CUT TO RAY’S ROOM. 77

RAY fire two shots.

SCID charge through, knock weapon aside and grab RAY by

neck.

78 CUT TO MOJO’S FRONT LOBBY. 78

FRONT DOOR slam shut.

JANICE and AMBER both scream.

JANICE resume weeping.

TOBY jostle door handle.

TOBY

It won’t budge.

AMBER

Basement. There’s an exit through

the basement, right?

DARREN

Yeah. There’s a door down there,

but-

(CONTINUED)
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JANICE

I think Sara went down there.

DARREN grab basement door handle and open.

AMBER pull JANICE toward door.

TOBY jerk on front door one more time, then follow others.

DARREN

I told you to kill him.

TOBY

That isn’t Scid. Whatever that is-

DARREN

That isn’t your friend anymore. It

isn’t human. I tried to warn you.

DARREN ENT basement stairwell.

AMBER open door at base of stairwell.

TOBY close and lock upstairs door behind him.

79 CUT TO MOJO’S BASEMENT. 79

AMBER

Oh god.

PAN TO VIEW OF SARA LAYING ON TOP OF DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE,

BLOODIED, BLOOD ON HER FOREHEAD TRAILING DOWN SIDE OF HER

FACE, MATTING HER HAIR.

JANICE

Sara! Oh my god, Sara!

JANICE retreat, turning her head to cry.

DARREN and TOBY ENT.

AMBER approach bodies...

DARREN circumvent her and kneel beside bodied.

DARREN examine SARA’s wound.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE’s eyes (one swollen and bloodied) flash

open.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE flail, mumbling through gag.

AMBER jump.

(CONTINUED)
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AMBER

Shit!

DARREN

Calm down, detective.

(reaches for gag) )

No one here is going to hurt you.

As DARREN unties gag, SARA start to awaken.

AMBER

Guys, she’s waking up.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

You’re in a world of shit, son.

DARREN

Whatever issues you think you’ve

got with me, we’ve got bigger

problems to worry about right now,

Detective.

INHUMAN ROAR and commotion (like things being knocked over/

tossed around) sound overhead.

AMBER and DARREN stare toward noise.

80 CUT TO RAY’S ROOM - ROOM IN CHAOS, RAY BLOODIED WITH VISIBLE

WOUNDS AND GASHES. PISTOL IS ON THE FLOOR 80

RAY roll off a countertop onto floor near the pistol.

RAY crawl toward pistol.

LIGHTBULB bursts, limiting light.

RAY

I’m not done with you yet.

SCID appear in human form on the opposite side of the room.

RAY reach handgun, barely able to grasp.

RAY aim gun, but SCID has vanished.

RAY tense in pain (impalement sounds).

PAN BACK TO SEE...

SCID (DEMON FORM) HAS HAND BURIED IN RAY’S BACK.

RAY drool then cough blood.

SCID withdraw hand in a spray of blood.

(CONTINUED)
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RAY convulse and crawl away, trying to reposition gun.

SCID lift hand/claw to mouth and licks/slurps blood.

SCID’s expression change to sinister pleasure.

AS SCID SPEAKS...

FLASHBACK TO (memories, Ray’s mind) FRAT HOUSE BEDROOM - a

college girl unconscious being raped.

FLASHBACK TO (memory, Ray’s mind) CRIME SCENE ALLEY, NIGHT -

RAY murdering a fraternity boy, tossing in dumpster, and

closing the lid.

SCID (DEMON CONT’D)

They don’t know? (beat) What

glorious pain. What resplendent

agony. The sins of your mortal

flesh only enhance the pleasure.

FLASH TO PRESENT IN MOJO’S RAY’S ROOM

RAY

My sister...Alice...

FLASHBACK TO BATHROOM BATHTUB - SAME COLLEGE GIRL IN A

BATHTUB WITH SLIT WRISTS.

SHOT LINGER ON DEAD CORPSE.

SCID (DEMON)

(voiceover)

She’s already with us.

A BLACK, ROTTING DEMONIC HAND WITH RITUALISTIC GLOWING

MARKINGS EMERGE FROM BLOODIED BATH WATER AND DRAG COLLEGE

GIRL’S CORPSE UNDER WATER.

FLASH TO PRESENT IN MOJO’S RAY’S ROOM.

RAY

(sputtering blood)

No!

RAY try to lift gun, but cannot.

RAY’s arm flop.

RAY die slowly, huffing, causing blood spittle/drool, eyes

to glaze over until his body is still.

SCID (demon) stand and extend arms to sides, claws curled,

head thrown back.

(CONTINUED)
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WHEN SCID SPEAKS, SOUND SHOULD BE MAGNIFIED, VOICE LAYERED

TO SOUND OTHERWORLDLY AND EVIL, AND ACCOMPANIED BY SWELL OF

EERIE SOUND. ROOM (OR CAMERA VIEW OF ROOM) SHOULD SHAKE WITH

THE SWELL.

SCID (DEMON)

(drawn out)

Aedan Kane!

81 CUT TO MOJO’S BASEMENT - START SHOT ON AMBER FOR

MISDIRECTION. 81

AMBER help SARA into sitting position as...

DARREN untie DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE’s feet in background.

SARA

What was that?

AMBER

I don’t know, but I’m sure it isn’t

good. We need to get out of here

fast.

TOBY

(at door)

It’s locked. I don’t have a key for

this!

OFFICER LOADELMIRE

What’s going on up there? Where’s

the asshole that did this to me?

TOBY

Ray. (beat) I don’t think he made

it.

DARREN unlock DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE’S cuffs

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE massage his wrists and eyeball DARREN.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

This doesn’t change anything,

McGowan. I’ve got eye witnesses at

Andy’s and a piece of shit deadbeat

with a severe case of Paruresis.

AMBER

(to DARREN)

What is he talking about?

(to DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE)

Why are you here?

(CONTINUED)
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DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

Paruresis. (beat) It’s the fear of

public restrooms. (beat) This guy

is the prime suspect in an ongoing

murder investigation and just about

put a man in the hospital at the

bar down the street.

AMBER

You’re here for him? (beat) You

should be worried about the thing

upstairs.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

What happened up there? What are

you all up to?

TOBY

Guys! I don’t have keys for this

door and we aren’t getting out up

there. We need to get this open. We

need to find the keys.

AMBER

(eyeing dagger)

We need to find weapons.

AMBER stand and scour room.

TOBY run to bar and begin searching.

DARREN stand and search behind bar as well.

DARREN

I’ll help. We need to be quick.

AMBER address DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE.

AMBER

Get up! Get with it. That

thing...its coming. It’ll kill

every one of us if we let it.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

(getting to his feet)

Will somebody please tell me what

is happening up there? You’re all

scared half to death. That’s blood

on your dagger. And those were

gunshots. A lot of gunshots. What

is up there?

(CONTINUED)
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AMBER

Scid, the owner. But it wasn’t him

exactly. He was all messed up with

strange markings. He didn’t look

human. He looked...like the devil.

(beat) Like the devil.

As DARREN talks, search behind bar, moving things around,

find flashlights.

DARREN

That’s what he said earlier; the

devil. And he showed me that

dagger. Upstairs, he was doing some

kind of ritual, voodoo shit. I

guess something went wrong.

DARREN open a hidden panel and reveals a backpack full of

cash and unique odds and ends.

DARREN (CONT’D)

Looks like he was ready to get out

of town quick.

TOBY

Keys? Did anyone find the keys?

DARREN

No.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE check door.

AMBER grab a sword off wall.

DARREN move stack of papers out of way and reveal two thick

envelopes: one marked "TOBY" and the other marked "RAY."

DARREN

(to Toby)

Hey...it’s Toby, right?

TOBY

What is this?

TOBY take envelopes and open one marked TOBY.

TOBY withdraw a thick stack of hundred dollar bills and

legal documents.

AMBER

What is it?

TOBY flipping through papers inside.

(CONTINUED)
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DARREN

A letter and...(beat)...the deed to

the shop. He was leaving.

DARREN move additional papers and reveal a police-issue

handgun.

DARREN grab weapon.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE tense.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

Put the weapon down, McGowan.

DARREN, AMBER, TOBY, and DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE exchange

uncertain glances.

SARA and JANICE cowering, huddle together by door.

IN MIDST OF TENSE MOMENT, SOUND OF UPSTAIRS DOOR SHUDDERING

FROM SUDDEN ASSAULT.

SCID(DEMON)

(voiceover from upstairs)

Kane!

DARREN spin weapon and present handle to DETECTIVE

LOADELMIRE.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE approach and snatch weapon.

DARREN

I’m not who you think I am,

Detective. And no matter what you

suspect, that thing is coming for

us.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

You’re all fucking crazy.

(checks magazine). )

Find those keys and get this door

open. You two, get over here away

from-

SOUND swell and crescendo as...

LIGHTS go out.

JANICE and SARA scream.

TOBY

Calm down. Don’t move. There’s a

flashlight back here. Just a

second.

(CONTINUED)
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SOUND of TOBY fumbling around on counter.

SOUND of DARREN unzipping bag.

SOUND of rattling door.

MOMENT of complete silence.

EERIE sound of old door slowly creaking open and JANICE’s

panicked, whimper breathing.

TOBY

Got it.

TOBY engage flashlight.

DARREN and DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE also engage flashlights

(DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE’s from belt).

TOBY, DARREN and DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE focus flashlights on

the door near JANICE and SARA.

DOOR creaks open and stops.

JANICE shiver with terror...

Trail of pee run down JANICE’S leg and puddle beside her

foot

JANICE SHOULD BE SO SCARED SHE HAS SNOT BUBBLES, ETC.

AMBER

(whisper)

Move away from the door.

JANICE start to convulse slightly as if trying to move but

unable.

JANICE’s eyes widen.

JANICE exhale a puff of breath (suddenly visible as if in

extreme cold).

JANICE is jerked into the stairwell and...

DOOR slam shut.

JANICE’s screams align with the commotion moving up the

stairway into a room upstairs.

SARA scream and grab door handle.

DOOR remain locked despite appearing unlocked.

(CONTINUED)
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SARA

Janice! No, no, no, no...Janice!

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE aim handgun at stairwell door, but...

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE inch forward and...

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE grab SARA by arm and pull her away from

door.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

You can’t help her.

(very slow and deliberate,

weapon trained on stairwell

door)

Get. This. Door. Open.

AMBER

Fuck the keys.

AMBER lift a dumbbell and...

AMBER strike the padlock on the door.

DARREN and TOBY return to the door.

DARREN HAS SCID’S BACKPACK ON SHOULDER.

DARREN

Let me.

DARREN reaches for dumbbell but TOBY interferes.

TOBY

I’ve got it.

DARREN hold flashlight as TOBY smashes the lock.

AMBER’s face close to DARREN’s arm, AMBER stare at AEDAN’s

tattoo carved onto his forearm.

DARREN

What is it?

(referring to her look)

AMBER

(as if snapping out of daze)

Sorry. It’s nothing. I just...I’ve

seen that somewhere.

TOBY break the lock with a dumbbell.

(CONTINUED)
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TOBY

Yes!

TOBY remove lock and open door.

TOBY (CONT’D)

Hurry, through here.

TOBY grab baseball bat and lead the way with flashlight.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

(stopping DARREN)

Get them out of here. We’ll square

up after.

DARREN

(grabbing SARA’s arm)

Come on. Follow them.

Before EXT, DARREN grab an antique (medieval replica) sword

off of the wall.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

(under breath)

Please tell me this is some kind of

sick joke.

TAPPING sound begin against basement door.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE approach basement door.

SOUND stop when DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE is close.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE stop.

EXTREME QUIET.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE resume walking, then...

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE reach for basement door.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE ease BASEMENT door open.

EMPTY BLACK STAIRWELL, TRAIL OF BLOOD UP STAIRS. AUDIBLE

SIGH OF RELIEF.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE close basement door and engage lock.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE turn and start to walk away.

BASEMENT door blast open with a gush of air as...

JANICE’s mangled body fly into basement and smash off wall

near bar.

(CONTINUED)
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DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

Fuck!

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE run to other door.

FLASHLIGHT TOWARD STAIRWAY SHOWS NOTHING.

DEMON EYES EMERGE FROM DARKNESS, TATTOO MARKINGS GLOW.

SCID materialize in the darkness at the edge of the light,

tattoo markings glowing brighter.

SCID FLICKER WITH UNNATURAL MOVEMENTS.

SCID VANISH.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

That’s not possible. Hold it

together, Gary. They’re just

playing tricks on your mind.

82 CUT TO MOJO’S BASEMENT ANTECHAMBER. MAZE-LIKE SETUP

REQUIRING TEAM TO MANEUVER AROUND STORAGE IN NEAR-DARKNESS.

82

SARA

Where is the door? Where are we

going?

TOBY

I’ve only been down here once

before. The door’s back here

somewhere.

STORAGE ITEMS topple and make noise as the group maneuvers.

AMBER

(jumps)

Shit! Are we almost there?

DARREN

Are you sure you know where you’re

going, man?

TOBY

(stops)

I said I’ve only been down here

once! And the fucking lights were

on.

AMBER

What’s that? There. A door!

GROUP turn corner toward a door.

(CONTINUED)
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TOBY open the door.

AMBER stop.

SARA run but stop at doorway (covering mouth and gasping).

TOBY

That’s not the exit.

83 CUT TO MOJO’S BASEMENT. DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE MOVING TOWARD

STAIRWELL, SHINING FLASHLIGHT IN SEARCH OF SCID. AREA BEYOND

STAIRWELL DOOR EMPTY. JANICE’S MANGLED BODY (FOCUS ON NEW

BUTTERFLIES TATTOO) LAY IN A PILE AGAINST WALL OPPOSITE

STAIRWAY DOOR. 83

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE aim light into stairwell.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

Where’d you go, motherfucker?

SCID(DEMON) tattoos light up directly beside DETECTIVE

LOADELMIRE against wall that was just empty.

DEMON EYES and fangs open.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

Motherfu-

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE try to turn and fire.

SCID catch DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE’S arm and snap wrist with

one hand.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE scream in agony and drop flashlight.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE Stumble backward toward ANTECHAMBER

DOOR.

FLASHLIGHT FALL SO PATH TOWARD EXIT DOOR LIT AS HE STAGGERS

BACKWARD...

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE fire three rounds with good hand.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

(shout)

Run!

(under breath)

For the love of God that fucking

door better be open.
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84 CUT TO MOJO’S BASEMENT ANTECHAMBER - SCID’S SECRET ROOM -

WALLS DECORATED WITH PHOTOS OF AEDEN THROUGH THE YEARS IN

VARIOUS FORMS (TATTOO VISIBLE IN SEVERAL), WITH FINAL IMAGE

BEING SCID. 84

AMBER

What is this place?

TOBY

I’ve never seen this room before. I

didn’t even realize this was down

here.

AMBER

(examining photos)

Look. It’s the same tattoo in these

pictures. What do you think it

means? This looks important.

AMBER pick up an old leather-bound journal with a flash

drive dangling from a bookmark.

DARREN set down sword, take journal from her and open to

leaf through the pages.

SHOW PICTURES OF THE DAGGER AND THE CEREMONY. NEXT PAGE SHOW

THE DEMON. NEXT PAGE SHOW THE DAGGER AND A DISMEMBERED

DEMON. NEXT PAGE SHOW THE DEMON BODY PARTS ON FIRE.

DARREN

He was telling a story earlier...a

legend about a guy who transferred

his spirit from body to body to

live forever. This looks like...the

ritual?

AMBER

That’s insane.

DARREN

Maybe he believed it. Maybe he was

looking for some kind of proof or

something. That dagger...(beat)

DARREN motion to the ceremonial dagger which...

AMBER hand to DARREN for inspection.

TOBY join the group to look at the journal.

SARA hover by door, visibly frightened.

(CONTINUED)
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DARREN (CONT’D)

It’s the same dagger from the

drawings. And there’s the symbol

(ensure his forearm visible). This

is definitely a ritual. (Beat)

Transference...blood and

spirit...immortality.

AMBER

You can read that?

DARREN

I speak twenty-seven languages.

This is Welsh. Well, some kind of

old Welsh. Some of it is fuzzy.

TOBY

Does is say what happened to Scid

or how to stop this?

DARREN

(flips to page with severed

body)

You’re not going to like it.

TOBY

No fucking way.

DARREN

I’m open to suggestions.

GUNSHOTS ring out from basement.

FAINT sound of DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE’S scream.

TOBY

We need to get out of here. Hurry

up. This way!

DARREN shove journal into his backpack.

TOBY and girls EXT room.

DARREN linger and stare at the wall of all previous AEDAN’s.

DARREN tuck the dagger into his belt, grab his sword, and

head back out into darkness with flashlight.
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85 CUT TO MOJO’S ANTECHAMBER - TOBY LEADS GROUP TOWARD EXIT.

AMBER TRAILING IMMEDIATELY, SARA AFTER, DARREN LAST. 85

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

(shouting from distance,

unseen)

Where’s that door?

TOBY, AMBER, SARA, DARREN hurry through dark, fumbling

around and through the storage.

TOBY, AMBER, SARA, DARREN turn a corner and a door comes

into view.

TOBY

There! Hurry!

AMBER

(yelling to DETECTIVE

LOADELMIRE)

Back here! We’re over here! Hurry!

86 CUT TO MOJO’S ANTECHAMBER - DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE FUMBLING

THROUGH THE DARKNESS, WINCING IN PAIN EVERY TIME HE BUMPS

HIS FRACTURED WRIST. GLIMPSES OF SCID IN BACKGROUND BEHIND

HIM MOVING IN VERY UNNATURAL WAYS (TWITCHY, STOP AND GO,

ETC.), BUT ALWAYS CLOSE. 86

87 CUT TO MOJO’S ANTECHAMBER EXIT -TOBY OPENS THE DOOR TO

REVEAL A LONG UNDERGROUND CORRIDOR WITH A FEW DANGLING OR

WALL MOUNTED LIGHTS. 87

SARA

Wait, what is this? Where’s the

exit. You said there was an exit!

TOBY

This is the exit.

DARREN

Looks like a tunnel.

AMBER

Toby, what’s going on?

TOBY leads way into tunnel.
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88 CUT TO TUNNEL. TOBY, AMBER, SARA, DARREN ENT THROUGH DOORWAY

(MOJO’S ANTECHAMBER) IN DARKNESS BEYOND OPEN DOOR. 88

TOBY

It’s a piece of local history.

Dates back to the prohibition days.

Connects to Andy’s bar on the other

side of the parking lot out back.

DARREN pause and pull salt canister from backpack.

DARREN spread a line of salt across the path.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE reach the ANTECHAMBER EXIT doorway.

TOBY, AMBER, SARA reach ANDY’S DOOR.

TOBY try to open ANDY’S DOOR.

TOBY

Oh, shit. It must be locked from

the inside.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

Get that god-forsaken door open!

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE trip looking backward.

TOBY, AMBER, SARA pound on door and shout.

AMBER

Hello! Help us!

TOBY

Andy! Open up, man! Andy!

SARA

Please! Oh God, please help us!

DARREN turn and face ANTECHAMBER EXIT doorway, holding sword

defensively.

DARREN

Detective!

SCID step into view near ANTECHAMBER EXIT DOORWAY.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE fire two shots at SCID and scramble to

his feet. Fire another shot and stagger forward toward the

group. Crosses the salt line without breaking it.

DARREN grab DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE and back away from SCID.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE shoot SCID again.

(CONTINUED)
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SCID recoil slightly, smack off wall and see blood splatter

left behind on wall.

SCID bounce off wall, become angrier, charge after the

group.

WHEN SCID reach the salt line, smash into invisible barrier

and cannot pass.

SCID assault barrier, look at salt line and roar (inhuman,

multi-voice wail).

IN BACKGROUND, TOBY, AMBER, SARA STILL POUNDING ON DOOR AND

SHOUTING FOR HELP.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE slump against tunnel wall, keeping

weapon unsteadily fixed on SCID.

DARREN

I guess those old superstitions

finally paid off. How’s that door

coming?

89 CUT TO ANDY’S BASEMENT/STOREROOM. DARK, EMPTY, VAGUE SOUNDS

OF VOICES AND POUNDING. SOUNDS OF MUSIC BLARING FROM

UPSTAIRS. 89

A DOOR open at top of stairwell and spill light into

basement.

SOUNDS from door ANDY’S DOOR stop.

EMPLOYEE #1 jog downstairs and head to stock.

90 CUT TO TUNNEL. NO POUNDING OR SHOUTING. TOBY, AMBER, SARA,

DARREN, DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE ALL STARING AT SCID AS HE

POUNDS AGAINST BARRIER. 90

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

He bleeds, but he won’t die. It’s

not possible.

DARREN

Detective, it’s about time you

start accepting you don’t have all

the answers. Whatever that is, it

clearly isn’t human.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

There’s obviously something wrong

with him. Some new kind of drug

probably. We’ve been hearing a lot

of noise about some dangerous shit

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE (cont’d)
hitting the streets from city

dealers.

DARREN

I don’t care what sort of drugs

you’re on, I count at least six

bullet holes. No man is still

walking after that kind of damage.

This is something different.

Something supernatural, detective.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE stand and approach SCID, pistol

sagging, but raised.

DETECTIVE LOADELMORE stop a few feet short of the salt line.

DARREN (CON’T)

I wouldn’t do that if I were you,

detective.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

Supernatural, McGowan? I wouldn’t

be surprised if this is all just

part of your plan to get off the

hook. You carved those college kids

up, scratched all kinds of symbols

on their bodies.

DARREN

I told you, detective. I’m not who

you think I am. I have nothing to

do with your murders.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

I’ve seen some crazy shit in my

days, McGowan. For all I know, when

your buddy upstairs dragged me down

here and beat me unconscious, he

could have swapped out my bullets

for blanks. For all I know, this is

all some hoax and those are just

parlor tricks. But, I’m sure you

can’t fake a bullet to the head.

SCID twitch.
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91 CUT TO MOJO’S BASEMENT...SHOW WEAPON (SWORD OR SPEAR) ON HIS

WALL RATTLE. 91

92 CUT TO TUNNEL. SCID’S EYES ARE FLUTTERING AND HE TWITCHES

AGAIN. 92

93 CUT TO MOJO’S BASEMENT...WEAPON (SWORD OR SPEAR) ON HIS WALL

RATTLE MORE SIGNIFICANTLY. 93

94 CUT TO TUNNEL. FOCUS ON DARREN AND DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE 94

DARREN

This is no hoax, detective. There

was a journal. This...thing...is a

demon. Whatever he did, it opened a

doorway to...somewhere else.

Somewhere evil.

95 CUT TO MOJO’S BASEMENT...WEAPON (SWORD OR SPEAR) ON HIS WALL

RATTLE EVEN MORE SIGNIFICANTLY. 95

DARREN (CONT’D)

But it isn’t free yet. It’s trapped

in that body and it needs this

dagger to finish the ritual.

96 CUT TO TUNNEL. SCID JERKING MORE NOTICEABLY. AS DARREN

SPEAKS, SCID BEGIN TO GROWL AN INHUMAN GROWL AND LIFT ARMS

FROM SIDES (TOWARD A T POSITION) AS IF SUMMONING POWER. 96

TUNNNEL begin to rattle, dust drizzle from ceiling, lights

sway.

DARREN (CONT’D)

If that thing gets its hands on

this dagger, it will open the

doorway out of that body and loose

hell on this earth. There won’t be

anything left to stop it.

DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE

Fuck your fairy tales, McGowan.

This charade ends now.

SCID make eye contact with DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE, head cocks

slightly to side.

SPEAR zip past SCID and impale DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE in the

face.

AS DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE dies...

SCID grab end of spear (on his side of salt line) and pulls.

(CONTINUED)
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DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE’s body fall forward toward SCID, land

with a humph and break the salt line (impact, wind created,

plus the body).

DARREN

Get that door open!

97 CUT TO TUNNEL - TOBY, AMBER, SARA AT DOOR. BEGIN BEATING ON

DOOR AND SCREAMING FOR HELP, GLANCING BACK AT DETECTIVE

LOADELMIRE’S CORPSE BLEEDING ON THE GROUND. 97

SARA

Oh God, oh God, oh God, help us!

Please help us!

AMBER

Is anybody over there? Hello?!

Help!

TOBY

Andy! Come on, man! Andy!

98 CUT TO BAR BASEMENT - EMPLOYEE #1 WITH BOTTLES OF LIQUOR IN

HAND HEAR POUNDING ON DOOR IN A DARK CORNER. JUMP, DROP

BOTTLES. 98

EMPLOYEE #1

Holy, shit. Fuck.

(looks toward door)

What the hell is that?

(approaches door)

Hello?

99 CUT TO TUNNEL - EMPLOYEE #1 VOICE HEARD THROUGH DOOR. TOBY,

SARA, AMBER NEAR DOOR, PAUSE POUNDING. DARREN BACKING TOWARD

TEAM, SWORD IN FRONT OF HIM. 99

SCID step across DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE’s body.

AMBER

Hello! Please! Let us in! Hurry!

TOBY

Come on, Andy. It’s Toby. Open the

door, man!

100 CUT TO BAR BASEMENT - EMPLOYEE #1 START UNLOCKING DOOR. 100

EMPLOYEE #1

(shouting upstairs)

Hey Andy! You’re gonna want to come

down here!

(to tunnel)

Hold on guys. Hold on.
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101 CUT TO TUNNEL - TOBY, SARA, AMBER POUNDING ON DOOR AND

BEGGING EMPLOYEE #1 TO OPEN DOOR. 101

DARREN reache group with no room left to retreat.

DARREN draw dagger (now holding both sword and dagger

between him and SCID.)

SCID eye dagger and stop advance.

SCID resumes T position (arms extended in parallel to

ground, palms toward ceiling) and...

SCID scream (inhuman, demonic).

TUNNEL shake and dust begin showering.

DOOR begin to open, but EMPLOYEE #1 appears in gap blocking

path.

EMPLOYEE #1

What’s going on? What’s all the

ruckus?

(sees body)

Holy shit!

Toby slam door open and SARA and AMBER rush through.

TOBY

It’s open! Let’s go!

102 CUT TO TUNNEL - FOCUS ON SCID 102

SCID slam hands forward (as if throwing something)

103 CUT TO TUNNEL - DOORWAY TO ANDY’S BAR 103

DARREN

Look out!

DARREN and TOBY dive through door.

VARIOUS bladed weapons zip past SCID.

EMPLOYEE #1 slam door shut as...

SEVERAL blades impale the door and zip through the opening.
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104 CUT TO BAR BASEMENT - EMPLOYEE #1 SLAMS DOOR SHUT. 104

DARREN AND TOBY dive past EMPLOYEE #1 onto ground as several

blades zip past.

EMPLOYEE #1 bar door at base, stand, and bar upper bolt.

SWORD burst through door and impale EMPLOYEE #1 in throat

(slow, gurgling death).

AMBER scream - holding leg, bleeding from a cut.

TOBY

Amber! Hold on.

TOBY tear shirt to wrap around AMBER’s leg.

TOBY (CONT’D)

Here. This should stop the

bleeding. Keep pressure on it.

SOUND of violent pounding against door. Bars (locks)

buckling. Door giving way.

DARREN

Get them out of here. I’m done

running from this devil.

DARREN take off backpack and positions himself away from

door, between the door and others.

AMBER

Let’s go Sar- (beat) Fuck!

CUT TO SHOT OF SARA SLUMPED AGAINST A SHELF IN SHADOWS, A

DAGGER THROUGH HER EYE PINNING HER TO THE SHELF.

TOBY

Amber, get upstairs. Tell Andy to

call the police. Get out of here.

TOBY (baseball bat in hand) move closer to DARREN.

DARREN

Don’t try to be a hero, man. Take

the girl and get of here. This is

between us.

DOOR buckles.

INHUMAN sounds accompany the bending bolts/locks/hinges.

(CONTINUED)
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SCID

(shouted)

Kane!

SNAPPING sound.(beat)

QUIET. (beat)

Door fly open. TUNNEL now dark.

SCID tattoos at full glow as...

SCID step across threshold to ENT BAR BASEMENT.

THE LIGHT SHOWING FROM THE OPEN DOORWAY AT OTHER CORNER OF

BASEMENT ABOVE STEPS GOES OUT. SOUND OF DOOR SHUTTING. AND A

STORAGE SHELF TOPPLE OVER TO PARTIALLY BLOCK STAIRS.

SCID (DEMON)

Give me the dagger.

DARREN

(to AMBER)

Get that door open. Get out of

here.

(to SCID)

Let’s finish this.

SCID roar and charge forward, pulling a sword free as he

goes.

SCID, TOBY, and DARREN fight.

SCID catch TOBY by throat.

DARREN stab SCID’s arm with the dagger.

SCID recoil in pain.

Wound sizzle.

TOBY

Thanks

(massaging throat)

DARREN

Go left, I’ll go right.

(yelling to AMBER)

How’s that door coming?
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105 CUT TO AMBER PUSHING STOCK ASIDE TO TRY AND MOVE SHELVES.105

AMBER

I’m trying!

IN BACKGROUND DARREN and TOBY separate and begin fighting

with SCID.

106 CUT TO BAR BASEMENT - TOBY AND DARREN FIGHTING SCID. 106

SCID(DEMON)

I’ve waited two thousand years,

mortal. I will rein hell upon your

kind and bring this world to its

knees. Mankind will know fear once

again.

DARREN

Mankind lives in fear, demon. We

perpetuate it and revel it and use

it to bend the world to our will.

You’re just a side-show freak in a

carnival of carnage. You pale in

comparison to what men of this age

do to each other.

SCID(DEMON)

(laughter)

You think you understand fear?

(more laughter)

You’ll understand fear, Kane.

SCID catch TOBY’s attack...

SCID jerk TOBY toward him and rip out his throat. Blood

spraying...

SCID roar with pleasure.

CUT TO AMBER SEE TOBY DYING AND SCREAM.

CUT TO DARREN, TAKE ADVANTAGE OF SCID’S MOMENTARY REVEL AND

CHOP OFF THE ARM WITH THE TATTOO CLOSE TO ELBOW (WITH

DAGGER).

SCID WAIL IN AGONY.

DARREN LUNGE FORWARD TO PLUNGE DAGGER INTO SCID’S HEART.

DARREN

(hushed voice, close to SCID’s

face, intimate)

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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DARREN (cont’d)

Hell rhwymo chi. Back ba le y

daethoch. Tywyllwch tragwyddol y

damned.

DARREN twist dagger.

SCID’s blacklight tattoos fade.

SCID’s eyes pale and go white.

DARREN (CONT’D)

Dychwelyd. Dychwelyd. Dychwelyd.

SCID’s white eyes fade back to normal (human) and body goes

lax.

DARREN withdraw dagger and...

SCID drop to the ground.

LIGHTS in tunnel illuminate.

AMBER rushe over to TOBY crying and collapse beside his

body.

AMBER close TOBY’s eyes.

AMBER stand, wipe her cheeks, and walk over to SCID’s body.

AMBER

Is it over? Is he dead?

DARREN

I think, but we-

AMBER stomp on SCID’s head repeatedly.

DARREN (CONT’D)

...should be sure. The journal said

we need to destroy the body.

AMBER

There was an axe and some gasoline

upstairs where he tattooed you. I

think he was going to do it.

DARREN nod. DARREN look around.

DARREN

The police are never going to

believe this. You heard the

detective. He’s been trying to pin

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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DARREN (cont’d)
the murders on me anyway. I need to

disappear. It’s time to move on. Go

ahead. Get out of here. I’ll erase

any trace you were ever here.

AMBER

(beat) I can’t...I have nowhere to

go. (beat) I’ve been coming here to

disappear for years. Tonight...I

have to disappear for good.

DARREN

Why?

CUT TO FLASHBACK of AMBER staggering out of her house from

opening.

CUT TO FLASHBACK of AMBER seeing DAVID stepping into her

bedroom and closing door.

AMBER

I...he was...

CUT TO a FLASHBACK of AMBER’S BEDROOM with a pair of

scissors protruding from DAVID’s chest, blood soaking his

shirt, DAVID laying on bed, pants and underwear around his

ankles.

AMBER (CONT’D)

I’m never going to be a victim

again. If I go home...I can’t go

home again.

FLASH TO PRESENT.

DARREN

Grab that stuff from Scid’s shop.

Bring it to the tunnel. I’ll handle

this.

AMBER nod, gather TOBY’s flashlight, and EXT through TUNNEL

DOORWAY toward MOJO’S ANTECHAMBER.

DARREN survey the carnage, drop sword, tuck dagger into belt

loop, grab SCID’s remaining arm and EXT into tunnel,

dragging SCID’s body.
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107 CUT TO MOJO’S BASEMENT. 107

AMBER ENT FROM TUNNEL AND SLOWLY WORK HER WAY THROUGH

BASEMENT, PAST BAR, TOWARD STAIRWELL. FOCUS ON CORPSES ALONG

THE WAY. FOLLOW AMBER UP STAIRWELL, INTO MOJO’S FRONT LOBBY,

INTO RAY’S ROOM, INTO TOBY’S ROOM, INTO SCID’S ROOM. AMBER

WALK TO GASOLINE, AXE, AND OTHER SUPPLIES.

108 CUT TO TUNNEL, LIGHTS WORKING AGAIN. 108

DARREN carry SARA’s corpse and drop onto a pile with the

others.

A scary sound, then silence. DARREN stare at SCID’s corpse

off to side of piled bodies (DETECTIVE LOADELMIRE, TOBY,

SARA, JANICE).

DARREN EXT into BAR BASEMENT.

DARREN ENT TUNNEL with sword in hand.

DARREN decapitate SCID’s head.

DARREN drop sword and EXT into MOJO’S ANTECHAMBER.

109 CUT TO MOJO’S BASEMENT. AMBER ENT FROM STAIRWELL WITH

GASOLINE AND OTHER SUPPLIES. DARREN ENT FROM MOJO’S

ANTECHAMBER. 109

DARREN

What’s it look like up there?

AMBER

You don’t want to go up there.

(presents half-empty gasoline

can)

I used some. We can’t leave

anything behind, right?

DARREN

Right.

DARREN grab axe and EXT back into MOJO’S ANTECHAMBER.

110 CUT TO TUNNEL - DARREN ENT WITH AXE IN HAND AND APPROACH

PILE OF BODIES. 110

AMBER ENT with gasoline in hand.

DOOR to BAR BASEMENT closed, impaled weapon removed.

DOOR to Andy’s BOLTED from TUNNEL side.

(CONTINUED)
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AMBER

Do you think it’s over?

AMBER look down at SCID’s severed (and mangled from her

stomping) head.

DARREN

The mark and the incantation open

the doorway. Centuries ago, a man

named Aedan Kane discovered the

process. He was wounded and dying

and his village looked to him to

save them from a Saxon army less

than a day’s march to the south.

DARREN position SCID’s body and chop off arm.

DON’T SHOW ANY OF THE DISMEMBERMENT TO VIEWER. USE SOUNDS

AND THE MOTION/DARREN’S FACIAL REACTIONS TO CREATE THE

HORROR.

DARREN continue to sever limbs as he works.

DARREN (CONT’D)

The ritual worked, but Aedan didn’t

know...when you open a doorway, if

you leave it open, something is

bound to come through.

AMBER

That thing? That came through?

DARREN

It took everything...his wife

Allenore. His daughter, Breanne.

DARREN pour remaining gasoline on the pile of bodies.

DARREN (CONT’D)

That miracle cost him everything.

And he’s been running from that

demon ever since. (beat) The dagger

is the only thing that can destroy

the body it possesses. The

burning...that’s just good measure.

My way of reminding that fucker of

its prison.

AMBER

(breath catches)

You’re Aedan Kane.

DARREN sigh audibly.

(CONTINUED)
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AMBER become frightened.

DARREN move close.

AMBER back away, into wall.

DARREN

I’m sorry.

DARREN grab AMBER’s throat.

DARREN (CONT’D)

The real monsters wear human faces.

AMBER scared, begin beating against DARREN’S arms.

AMBER stop fighting.

AMBER’S expression change from fear to defiance.

AMBER release DARREN’s arms.

DARREN’s expression soften from determination to curiosity.

DARREN release AMBER’s neck, but not move.

DARREN reach behind back and retrieve the dagger.

DARREN (CONT’D)

You aren’t afraid.

AMBER

(a tear falling)

I will never be a victim again.

Kill me if you have to, but because

I decided. Not you.

DARREN

You’re like her, you know?

AMBER

Who?

DARREN

Allenore, my wife. Her spirit...her

fire. I haven’t seen that... (beat)

in a very long time.

DARREN turn away and gather backpack.

DARREN pull a lighter from his pocket and engage flame.

(CONTINUED)
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AMBER

I’m coming with you.

DARREN toss lighter onto pile of bodies.

FIRE consume bodies.

DARREN nod and EXT toward MOJO’s ANTECHAMBER.

AMBER follow DARREN.

AMBER close door as EXT into MOJO’s ANTECHAMBER.

111 CUT TO MOJO’S BASEMENT.DARREN HALF STANDING/HALF SITTING AT

BAR THROWING BACK A GLASS OF WHISKY. AMBER’S BACKPACK ON

SEAT NEAR BAR. AMBER’S SKETCHPAD OPEN TO PAGE WITH SKETCH OF

AEDAN’S TATTOO 111

AMBER ENT.

DARREN offer AMBER a drink.

AMBER take and drink.

DARREN

You’ve seen the mark. Where?

AMBER

I don’t know. It just happened

today when I saw Scid...you...for

the first time upstairs. I spaced

out...I can’t explain it. But I

didn’t know I was doing that. When

I snapped to, I’d drawn that.

DARREN

It came to me in a dream. Long,

long ago.

DARREN close sketchbook and place in AMBER’s bag.

DARREN drink another drink.

DARREN hand AMBER her bag.

DARREN stand.

DARREN put dagger into his backpack, then place backpack on

shoulder.

DARREN (CONT’D)

You’re connected to the mark,

somehow.

(CONTINUED)
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(grabs lighter from bar)

This could get interesting.

DARREN flick on lighter and moves to ANTECHAMBER DOORWAY.

DARREN toss lighter into ANTECHAMBER which immediately

catches fire.

DARREN and AMBER EXT into STAIRWAY.

112 CUT TO MOJO’S FRONT LOBBY. AMBER EXT THROUGH FRONT DOOR. 112

DARREN take one last look around and close door as EXT.

113 CUT TO MOJO’S FRONT LOBBY VIEW OF STAIRWAY. SHOW GLOW AROUND

DOOR. FLAMES START TO LICK UNDER DOOR. CATCH STAIRS ON FIRE

AND FIRE CLIMB UP STAIRS. PAN TO BATHROOM DOOR CRACK. 113

ZOOM in on WILL’s impaled eyeball and show flames spreading

in the reflection.

CUT TO CREDITS.


